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EFFECTS ON TEACHER AVAILABILITY AND MINORITY REPRESENTATION

Ruth H.Grimes-Crump

(ABSTRACT)

A major component of the screening process for prospective teachers is the

licensure examination.  The examination serves two important functions:  (a) sorting and

screening candidates and (b) defining the knowledge base for professional practice.  The

first function receives the most attention from policymakers and serves the symbolic

purpose of creating selectivity for entry into the profession.  Initial entry typically is

controlled by raising or lowering examination passing requirements which simply allows

more or fewer persons to pass (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).  The second

function presumes that a single instrument exists that not only contains the essential

knowledge required for professional practice, but accurately identifies those most

qualified to teach.

The Virginia Board of Education (VBOE), like several other state boards of

education, has authorized validation and standard-setting studies related to its teacher

licensure examination policy, and the most recent studies have occurred in the past 20

years.  The first study was authorized in April 1981 for the potential use of the National

Teachers Examination (NTE).  Following completion of validation studies for the

Specialty Area Tests and the Core Battery Tests, the NTE was adopted as Virginia’s

licensure examination which was made effective on July 1, 1986. 

Ten years later (effective July 1, 1996), the VBOE agreed that prospective



teachers would be required to take Praxis I Academic Skills Assessments.  Praxis I would

replace the NTE Core Battery, however, and the original NTE Specialty Area Tests

would be retained. The decision to change teacher licensing examinations was

precipitated primarily by the announcement by Educational Testing Service (ETS) that it

would introduce new tests and eventually discontinue the NTE Core Battery. The passing

requirements for Praxis I (as established in 1995) exceeded those of all states

administering the test and were as follows:  reading and mathematics - 178, and writing

- 176.  Review of test data obtained after the effective date of this policy revealed that the

passing percentage for all test takers in 1995-96 was reading 72; mathematics 62; and

writing 58.  For minorities, the passing percentages were 34, 18, and 18, respectively. 

When these results were compared to test taker performance one year later (1996-97),

there were modest percentage increases for all test takers:  reading - 74; mathematics -

66; and writing - 63.   For minorities, passing percentages were  36, 35 and 28,

respectively.

 Despite these increases, 26 percent of all test takers failed the reading test; 34

percent failed the mathematics test; and 37 percent failed the writing test.  The long-

range effects of the Praxis I passing requirements on test takers are unknown; however,

one of the near-term effects likely will be a reduction in the passing rate for a significant

number of persons, particularly racial minorities.

This study examined current Virginia teacher licensure policy, its intent, and

near-term effects of examination results on teacher availability and minority

representation.
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Chapter I - Introduction

 The role of teachers is complicated by the increasing ethnic and cultural diversity

of the student population, and more rigorous academic and performance requirements

students are expected to meet.  Simultaneously, school and teacher accountability policies

raise questions about how well teachers are prepared to teach, how well the teachers

actually teach, and how well their students will respond.  This new, more complicated

teacher role challenges the narrowly defined parameters of the traditional teacher role. 

Performances and tasks of teachers must conform to the needs of students in broader ways. 

State departments of education and teacher preparation institutions, in response, may need

to adopt more rigorous content standards, explore new ways to measure teacher readiness,

and provide defensible evidence of a teacher’s competence to perform in the field. 

Perhaps, there is much to be learned from the preparation practices of the established

professions, particularly the scope, sequence, and quality of experiences required.  This

chapter examines these issues, and Virginia’s policy approach to teacher preparation.

School Reform - The Impetus for Change in Teacher Preparation

Now that we have entered the 21st century, it is increasingly clear that the

competencies teachers need to teach much more challenging content to an increasingly

diverse population of learners can be acquired only by greater investments in teacher

preparation and development.  Such reforms, according to many policymakers and

practitioners, in turn require comprehensive restructuring of the systems by which states

and their respective school districts license, hire, induct, support, and provide for the
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continuous training of teachers (Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy, 1986;

Holmes Group, 1986; National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future, 1996).

The new challenge for public education requires that teachers acquire substantially

more knowledge while learning substantially different skills.  A much higher percentage of

students need to be educated for the acquisition of knowledge rather than low-skilled

repetitive and marginal tasks; and because educational success has become a necessity

rather than a luxury, schools are being pressured to respond (Darling-Hammond, Wise &

Klein 1995).   In order to teach all students, teachers must address the substantial diversity

in life experiences they bring with them to school.  Included in this wide array of life

experiences are a range of languages, cultures, exceptionalities, learning styles, talents, and

intelligences all of which require equally rich and varied teaching strategies (Darling-

Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

Teaching in the context of  this diversity requires highly developed skills to

discover what children know and can do as well as how they think and learn, and to match

learning and performance opportunities to individual needs.  According to Smylie and

Conyers (1991), a teacher’s professional life must be viewed holistically as he or she

develops from a novice to an experienced practitioner.  To accomplish this task, a number

of prevailing concepts must be abandoned and replaced with different strategies.  Such

strategies include moving from deficit-based to competency-based approaches; from

replication to reflection; from learning separately to learning together; and from

administrative centralization to decentralization.
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Standard-Setting and Professional Licensure

Professions generally set and enforce standards in three ways:  (a) through

professional accreditation of preparation programs; (b) through state licensing, which

grants permission to practice; and (c) through certification, which is the professional

recognition of high levels of competence (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995). 

Most professions invest substantial effort in standard-setting which is primarily a means

of quality control that clearly transmits expectations about the knowledge base to those

who prepare to enter professional preparation programs.  The need to establish and

enforce standards  are at least as compelling in education, where failures of knowledge,

skill, and commitment negatively affect our society’s most important and vulnerable

citizens - children.             

The movement to develop more meaningful standards for teaching encourages the

inclusion not only of content but performance standards for teacher licensure; efforts to

develop more sophisticated and authentic assessments for teachers; and the development

and integration of national standards for teacher education, licensing, and certification

(Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).  Standards-based reform in the teaching

profession has been and continues to be developed by three national organizations:  The

National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS), the Interstate New

Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC), and the National Council for

the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).  The NBPTS established in 1987, is

the first professional teacher organization to set standards for the advanced certification
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of highly accomplished teachers.  The INTASC consists of a consortium of states

working together on National Board-compatible licensing standards and assessments. 

The NCATE provides support for strengthening teacher education standards at the

university/college level, and  recently has adopted the performance standards developed

by INTASC (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).     

 In the established professions, individuals who want to receive a license to

practice complete an accredited program of study (including extensive clinical

experience), followed by successful completion of rigorous examinations to demonstrate

that they are competent (Wise, 1995).  These examinations are intended to ensure that

candidates have acquired the knowledge they need to practice their profession

responsibly.  In addition to successful completion of the examination, some professions

(e.g. legal) require additional, performance-based competencies such as analysis of cases

and development of briefs or memoranda of law to address specific issues.  Medical

doctors must diagnose patients through use of  case histories and apply certain principles

to particular patients who exhibit a certain set of symptoms.  Licensure requirements,

such as these, are developed by members of the professions through their respective

national standards boards rather than commercial testing companies or state agencies as

is the case in the teaching profession (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

In contrast to the established professions, teaching requires individuals to

complete a program of study, participate in a clinical experience, then successfully

complete an examination. The clinical experiences required of teachers is far from being
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extensive and is often comprised of only a single semester during their senior year.  The

examination consists of:  (a) paper-and-pencil standardized tests of basic skills, such as

the National Teachers Examination (NTE), the Praxis Series Professional Assessments

for Beginning Teachers, or  (b) performance evaluations of first-year teachers developed

by several states as a condition for a regular or continuing license.  These performance

evaluations rely on classroom observations by state evaluators or local administrators,

pursuant to a checklist of designated teaching behaviors.  Although performance

evaluations reflect a more authentic approach to teacher licensure assessment, neither

form of these licensure assessments adequately reflects a licensing system that contains

the knowledge base most directly correlated to success in the classroom (Wise, 1995).

Despite state-mandated policies that govern teacher licensure, alternatives to the

process are often employed in order to hire teachers when they are in great demand. 

Several relevant statistics about teacher licensure and preparation are cited in Education

Week’s “Quality Counts 2000 - Who Should Teach?” These statistics raise questions

about the extent to which teacher licensure requirements are enforced and maintained. 

Many critics maintain that these tests only measure verbal and mathematical achievement

at about the 10th grade level, and many states set their passing scores so low that

virtually anyone can succeed.  More than one-fourth of teachers enter the profession

without having fully met state licensing standards (National Commission on Teaching &

America’s Future, 1996). Twelve percent of new teachers are hired with no license at all,

while another 15 percent hold temporary, provisional, or emergency licenses.  The
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common practice, known as “emergency” licensure, “incidental  teaching,” or

“misassignment approval” is used to fill classrooms when teachers in a particular subject

cannot be found, or when teacher candidates have not passed a test or finished their

course work.  Thirty-nine states require high school teachers to have a major, a minor or

the equivalent number of college credits in the subjects they teach; and 29 states require

beginning high school teachers to pass tests in their academic disciplines.

Despite emphasis on the importance of successfully completing the teacher

licensure examination as a prerequisite for teaching, emergency and alternative licensing

make it possible for persons to enter teaching without professional education, as tens of

thousands of candidates do each year (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

 The shortage of teachers in specific disciplines in  less desirable locations such as

inner cities and isolated rural areas is a major reason for the adoption of alternatives to

the regular preparation and licensing requirements.  Unfortunately, reliance on alternative

licensure may result in the inability to provide the public a guarantee of what teachers

can be expected to know and accomplish.

The Licensure Examination:  Concerns About Test Validity

Through improved knowledge and skill in performance measurement

technology, it is entirely feasible to assess a beginning teacher’s ability to practice.  Such

performance measurement procedures, when appropriately aligned with the classroom-

based performance standards they are designed to measure, point to a new approach in

teacher certification and licensure, and differ greatly from the current paper-and-pencil
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assessments of subject matter knowledge and pedagogical theories relied upon by states

(Darling-Hammond, 1994).

Forty-one states now require an examination for initial licensure, and the majority

of states have developed more specific standards than they required 15 years ago.

Nevertheless, despite considerable efforts to reform teacher certification and licensure

policies, the licensing tests still remain tests of basic skills and knowledge that are geared

to minimum competency levels (Wise, 1995).

Teacher examinations commonly lack content that reflects a contextualized

understanding of teaching and learning.  Instead, these examinations appear to favor

items that require recognition of facts within subject areas, knowledge of school law, and

bureaucratic procedures.  Also, these examinations typically require recognition of the

“correct” teaching behavior in a situation described in a short scenario of only one or two

sentences.  One evaluation of the NTE Core Battery indicated that more than 40 percent

of the items were so poorly specified that there were no clearly defensible correct

answers; other items had answers that were based solely on ideology rather than a

knowledge base that supports professional practice.  Of the remaining questions, 18

percent required factual knowledge about testing terms and 19 percent required

knowledge of simple word definitions.  A substantial percentage of the items could be

answered by common sense or careful reading of the question whose correct response

essentially repeated the stem of the question (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

Although teachers and others have expressed enthusiastic support for the newer
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assessments, there is insufficient research to justify unqualified acceptance.  Neither the

INTASC or NBPTS, for example, have identified successfully teachers who are most

likely to improve the overall performance of students.  Furthermore, it is unknown

whether the practices of teachers who are identified as successful across multiple

contexts are sufficiently similar so that they can be identified by these newer assessment

instruments.  More important, it is also unknown whether judgments regarding licensure

of individuals should be based on assessment instruments that remain largely untested

with respect to reliability and validity factors.

 The use of unfair and biased assessments can create an adverse effect on the

quality and diversity of the teaching force.  This effect is exacerbated if screening and

hiring decisions are based on scoring presumptions established against a generalized

body of knowledge and not overall teacher effectiveness assessed by other measures. 

Widely used tests like Praxis, for example, have not been examined for the extent to

which they represent the conceptions of teaching embedded in new student standards and

related teaching standards, (e.g., those developed by the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics [NCTM]).  Much more research relative to these matters is needed to

continue to inform and improve teacher standards and assessments so that they are as

valid as possible across candidates, content areas, and contexts (Darling-Hammond, &

Bal1, 1997). 

Teacher Licensure Policy:  The Virginia System 

The Virginia Board of Education (VBOE), similar to other states, has authorized
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validation and standard-setting studies relating to its teacher licensure examination

policy.  The most recent studies have occurred during the past 20 years.  Refer to the

chronological listing of events below:

April 1981 National Teachers Examination (NTE) study authorized by the VBOE.
April 1982 Completion of validation studies for 18 Specialty Area Tests.
April 1984 Completion of Core Battery Validation Studies.
July 1986 Effective date for implementation of NTE as Virginia’s licensure 

examination.
Fall 1993 Validity and standard-setting committees selected for Praxis I.
May 1994 Completion of validation and standard-setting studies for Praxis I.
February 1995     VBOE approved changing from NTE to the Praxis Series Professional

Assessments for Beginning Teachers.
October 1995 VBOE approved elevated passing scores for Praxis I.
Fall 1995 Educational Testing Service (ETS) pass/fail projections for Praxis I.
July 1996 Effective date for implementation of Praxis I.
June 1998 VBOE announcement to phase out use of NTE Specialty Area Tests; replaced by

Praxis II Subject Assessment Tests; passing requirements of five tests are 
the  highest in the country, others are in the top eight.

July 1999 Effective date for implementation of Praxis II Subject Assessment Test.

In April 1981, the VBOE authorized two validation studies for the NTE:  (a) a

study of the 18 Specialty Area Tests required for entry-level teachers, and (b) a study of

the Core Battery consisting of General Knowledge, Communication Skills, and

Professional Knowledge.  The studies were completed in 1982, and 1984, respectively

(Virginia Department of Education, 1999).

Immediately following completion of the studies, and effective July 1, 1986,

passing requirements for the NTE were adopted by the VBOE and established for teacher

licensure.   The minimum passing requirements for the three Core Battery tests and the 18

Specialty Area Tests, are shown in Table 1.   In order to evaluate the effects of the passing

requirements on test takers, entry-level teachers were required to submit passing scores for

each of the three Core Battery tests and for the applicable Specialty Area Tests during    
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       Table 1.   Virginia Passing Requirements for the National Teachers
          Examination (NTE) Core Battery and Specialty Area Tests, Effective July 1998.

NTE Core Battery                        Passing                 
                         Requirements

Professional Knowledge 639

General Knowledge 639

Communication Skills 649

NTE Specialty Area Tests                        Passing                 
                       Requirements

English  520

Math  580

Social Studies  540

Biology and General Science  580

Chemistry, Physics, General Science  560

Elementary Education  520

Early Childhood Education  490

Art Education  500

Music 510

Physical Education 560

Speech Communication  470

French  570

Spanish  540

German  560

Special Education/Mental Retardation  520

Business Education  550

Home Economics  570

Technology Education  580

 Note, Specialty Area titles reflect  those in effect  July 1986. Source: Praxis Series, 
 Professional Assessments for Beginning Teachers, “Understanding Your  Praxis Scores, 

                                  1996-97,"  Spring Edition.
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a specified period. This period lasted for four years, April 1992 through July 1996, and

served as an opportunity for evaluation of the effects of the passing requirements on test

takers (Cross & Echeverria, 1990).

Test Description and Licensure Requirements

The Praxis Series Professional Assessments for Beginning Teachers differs in

format and content when compared to the NTE.  The examination is organized into three

parts:   Praxis I Academic Skills Assessments consists of the Pre-Professional Skills Tests

(paper and pencil), and the Computer-Based Testing program (PPST and CBT),

respectively.  These tests are equivalent since both are designed to be taken early in the

students’ college careers in order to measure their proficiency in reading, mathematics, and

writing.   The PPST contains reading, mathematics, and writing assessments in paper-and-

pencil format, and is administered six times a year.  These tests may be taken singularly or

in any combination, and separate scores are provided.  In addition, the multiple choice

format of the PPST includes a 30-minute essay requirement as part of the writing

assessment.

 The CBT measures academic skills in reading, mathematics, and writing through

computerized examinations.  The format is computer-adaptive in that “right” answers

trigger more difficult questions and vice-versa.  Some questions allow test takers to

demonstrate knowledge by constructing rather than selecting responses.  Unofficial scores

for the mathematics and reading tests are available immediately upon completion of each

test.  Testing is scheduled by appointment, and subtests may be taken separately and at

different times.
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Praxis II consists of the subject assessments, and replaced the NTE Specialty Area

Tests, effective on July 1, 1999.  Praxis III provides a training and evaluation framework

for assessing the classroom performance of novice teachers, but it has not yet been

implemented in Virginia.

Passing Requirements and Virginia Teacher Licensure Procedures

Following selection of Praxis I, the Virginia Board of Education (VBOE)

established a validation and standard-setting panel consisting of Virginia educators in the

fall of 1993.  The panel’s task was to make a recommendation for establishing the passing

requirements for Praxis I Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST), and Computer-Based Test

(CBT).  The panel completed its work in May 1994, and recommended the following

passing requirements for each subtest of the PPST:  Reading - 176; Writing - 173; and

Mathematics - 175. 

In October 1995, the VBOE reviewed the findings of the panel, with specific

interest in ensuring that the standards established for beginning teachers were among the

highest in the nation.   As a result, the VBOE raised the passing scores of the PPST by 1.5

standard errors of measurement.  In doing so, the VBOE “sought to reduce the chances that

an unqualified candidate would pass the test and better guarantee the probability that

teachers licensed in Virginia have demonstrated basic skills” (Virginia Department of

Education, 1998). Passing requirements recommended by the panel and those approved by

the VBOE are arrayed in Table 2. 
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                 Table 2.  Virginia Passing Requirements for Praxis I (PPST & CBT)
                  Effective July 1996

 Praxis I          Virginia Passing                     Praxis I    Virginia           
(PPST)                Requirement    OR (CBT)      Passing        

Recommended     Approved   Approved         

Requirement

Reading 176                                   178 Reading         326

Mathematics 175                                   178 Mathematics 323

Writing 173                                   176 Writing        324

 Source: Virginia Department of Education, “Summary of Praxis Data,” February 1998. PPST - Pre-Professional Skills Test;
CBT - Computer-Based Test.

Specialty Area Tests were retained as adopted in 1986; however, in a later decision by the

VBOE (June 1998), passing requirements for the 18 Praxis II Subject Assessments 

were increased.  The decision was supported by the need to “establish a bar with respect

to content area and a teacher’s qualification to teach that subject in the classroom.”

(Virginia Department of Education, 1998). The actual effects of the higher passing

requirements for Praxis II are unknown at the time this study were completed. 

As established by the VBOE, and as mentioned earlier, the Praxis I PPST passing

requirements were the highest of the 22 states then using Praxis. A state-by-state listing

of passing requirements are presented in Table 3 in rank order.   Although Virginia’s

passing requirements exceed those in other states, the range of passing requirements

among states allows a prospective teacher to attend a Virginia institution of higher

education, take the Praxis I examination, then have the scores submitted to another state

that required substantially lower scores for licensure.   Once licensed in another state, the

licensed teacher can apply for a Virginia license under reciprocity agreements (Virginia

Department of Education, 1998). 
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          Table 3.  State-By-State Passing Requirements for Praxis I (PPST) Effective 1996-97
                                                          (Arrayed in rank order)

            Reading               Mathematics                   Writing 

Virginia  - 178 Virginia - 178 Virginia - 176

Georgia - 176 Georgia - 175 Wisconsin - 174

North Carolina - 176 Hawaii - 175 Georgia - 174

Wisconsin - 175 Oregon - 175 North Carolina - 173

Delaware - 175 Florida - 175 Delaware - 173

Hawaii - 175 Delaware - 174 Oklahoma - 172

Oregon - 174 Kansas - 174 Mississippi - 172

Oklahoma - 173 Wisconsin - 173 Minnesota - 172

Minnesota - 173 North Carolina - 173 Nevada - 172

Maine - 173 West Virginia - 172 Tennessee - 172

Kansas - 173 Maine - 172 Nebraska - 172

West Virginia - 172 Oklahoma - 171 Kansas - 172

Florida - 172 Nebraska - 171 West Virginia -171

Nevada - 170 Nevada - 170 Florida - 171

Mississippi - 170 Montana - 170 Oregon - 171

Nebraska - 170 Arizona - 169 Hawaii - 171

Montana  - 170 Tennessee - 169 Arizona - 171

Arizona - 170 Minnesota - 169 Montana - 170

Tennessee - 169 Mississippi - 169 Maine - 168

         Note: Other passing requirements reported by district and/or other educational institutions  reported in reading are: Department of
         Defense -177; Council for Academic Excellence - 177 and Washington D.C. - 172.  Passing requirements reported in mathematics
         are: Council  for Academic Excellence - 177; Department of Defense - 175; and Washington D.C. - unknown.  Passing requirements   
         reported in writing are: Department of Defense - 174; Council for Academic Excellence - 174 and Washington D.C. - 171. Source:      
        Educational Testing Service. 
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Students who were enrolled in a Virginia-approved teacher preparation program,

and passed all three Core Battery tests of the NTE on or before July 1996, were allowed

to submit credentials for licensure issuance by July 1, 1998.  Those candidates who

sought certification after July 1,1996 were required to present passing scores for all three

Praxis I academic skills assessments (PPST or CBT) in order to meet newly required,

initial licensure requirements.  In addition to Praxis I, all candidates were required to

present a passing score for one or more of the NTE Specialty Area Tests.*   Exemptions

to this requirement could be granted on the basis of prior teaching experience. 

Applicants seeking the Technical Professional License, Vocational Evaluator License, or

Pupil Personnel Services License were not required to complete Praxis I. 

Virginia Praxis Passing Requirements- Discussion of the Problem

The procedures used by the VBOE to evaluate the effects of selected passing

requirements for NTE in 1981 and Praxis in 1995 differed in approach.  Unlike the four

year time frame used previously to study the effect of various passing requirements of

National Teachers Examination, the Praxis review was truncated and lasted for a period of

only eight months, February 1995 through October 1995 (Virginia Department of

Education, 1998).  When the VBOE adopted the higher passing requirements, comparisons

were made with national data as a means to determine the likely affects of 

*Note: The VBOE  reviewed the passing requirements of the 18 Praxis II - Subject Assessments on June 24, 1999. These
tests will replace the NTE Specialty Tests originally required of teacher candidates in Virginia, which are being phased
out.  Based on recommendations made by the Advisory Board for Teacher Education and Licensure (ABTEL), the VBOE
approved scores for the 18 Praxis II Subject Assessment Tests.  Five of the passing scores rank as the highest in the country
- the others are within the top eight. Although the new passing requirements are not yet available, the VBOE exceeded the
recommended passing requirement in English set by ABTEL  by 7 percentage points.  College students may take
either the Praxis II or the NTE examination in 1999.  The new scores became effective July 1, 1999.    Source:
Virgina Department of Education, June, 1999.
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Virginia’s elevated requirements.  Projections reported by the Educational Testing Service

(ETS) suggested higher failure rates for all test takers of Praxis I, and for minorities

specifically (see Figure 1).

                                      Figure 1.  Virginia Pre-Administration Passing  Projections
                                                                   For Praxis I 

                       Projected Reading Pass Rate - 55%
                                 Minority Pass Rate - 23 - 34% below total population

                 Projected Math Pass Rate - 53%
                                Minority Pass Rate - 22 - 34% below total population

                 Projected Writing Pass Rate - 46%
                                Minority Pass Rate - 10 - 34% below total population

                                              Educational Testing Service, 1995

 In all three subtest areas, the projected minority passing rates were estimated to be

below that of non-minorities within a range of 10 to 34 percentage points.  This prediction

caused concern on the part of the VBOE for potential impact on the recruitment of

 minority teachers, a critical shortage area in Virginia (Virginia Department of Education,

1998); however, the VBOE did not request an extended formal review period to precisely

evaluate the potential effects of the elevated requirements.

The failure rate of minorities compared to non-minorities on Praxis I, and

predicted by ETS, presented a larger concern about real or perceived effects on certain

groups of test takers.  A central issue was whether or not the elevated passing
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requirements for Praxis I and would have a negative impact on the availability of

qualified teachers and reduce representation by minorities (particularly African-

Americans) in the Virginia teacher workforce.

Research Questions

This study addressed the following research questions relating to current teacher

licensure examination policy in Virginia:

a. What were the passing rates for Virginia test takers of  the National Teachers 

Examination Test (NTE) Core Battery for the period October 1995 through 

September 1996; and Praxis I and Specialty Area Tests for the periods October 

1995 through August 1996; and September 1996 through August 1997?

b. What were the passing rates for national test takers of the NTE Core Battery for 

the periods October 1995 through August 1996; and Praxis I and Specialty Area 

Tests for the periods October 1995 through August 1996 and September 1996 

through August 1997, and how did Virginia test takers compare with the national 

test takers?

c. What were the passing rates for selected groups of Virginia teacher preparation

institutions for the NTE Core Battery for the period 1989-90, and Praxis I for the periods

October 1995 through August 1996, and September 1996 through August 1997?

Limitations of the Study

The primary limitations of this study were the absence of consistent and uniform

 data available for teacher licensure examination results, and current data regarding the
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statewide availability of Virginia teachers licensed to teach in kindergarten through grade

12.  Comparable sets of Virginia and national data were not available within at least three

consecutive year increments.  For example, there is a six-year gap in the institutional data

that describe test taker results for the teacher preparation institutions.  However, institutional

data were available by academic content area and passing percentage.  Unfortunately,

national data for 1995-96 and 1996-97 did not include test taker outcomes disaggregated by

race/ethnicity.

Organization of the Study

This study is divided into five chapters.  Chapter 1 provides a description of school

reform as a catalyst for change in the standards and assessment movement.  The

development of standards, licensure in teaching and other established professions, and

Virginia’s teacher licensure policy are discussed.  The research questions that support the

study are also outlined in Chapter I.  Chapter II provides an overview of the research

literature relating to standard-setting for the teaching profession, the limitations and benefits

of these high-stakes examinations on test takers, the legal and statutory issues relating to

teacher licensure examinations, the effect of such measures on the representation of

minorities in particular, and the past and present status of Virginia’s licensure policy.  The

methodological approach used to conduct the study is described in Chapter III.  Chapter IV

includes the results of the data analyses related specifically to the research questions that

framed the study.  Chapter V includes the findings, recommendations, and conclusions.         
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Chapter II - Review of Related Research

This chapter provides an overview of  the development of teacher standards and

licensure examinations, the limitations and benefits of examinations as an element of

contemporary accountability systems, legal and statutory implications for the use of these

examinations, and how these measures have affected the ability of minority test takers to

gain licensure.

The Teacher Licensure Examination - An Overview

An important strategy to encourage excellence in teaching and to inspire public

confidence in  teacher quality is to ensure that all prospective teachers undergo a rigorous

program of teacher  education and careful screening before they are permitted to practice in

the field.  Such preparation and assessment programs have internal (professional) and

external (social) purposes:  (a) to increase the quality of preparation for beginning teachers

and (b) to justify the public’s confidence in teachers as qualified experts with the

knowledge, skills and dispositions necessary to be entrusted with the academic development

of children  (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).  

State licensing of teachers first began with the use of examinations during the late

nineteenth century; however, this strategy changed in the early twentieth century when

licensing was assumed and centralized by many state departments of education.  Since

the 1920s, most states have licensed their teachers primarily based on their completion of

state-approved teacher education programs (Darling-Hammond, 1997).  Generally, in

professions other than teaching, candidates must graduate from accredited professional
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schools in order to undergo state licensure examinations that evaluate their knowledge

and skills.  The accreditation process is meant to ensure that the preparation programs

provide a common body of knowledge and structured training experiences that are both

comprehensive and current (Darling-Hammond, 1997).

 Current validation studies of teacher examinations have not attempted to discern

any connection between candidates’ test scores and their later teaching performance, nor

have they subjected the test content to intensive professional scrutiny and modification 

(Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).   Instead, test developers survey education

program faculty members and practitioners, asking them to rate whether test content

categories can be represented in the teacher education curriculum or are perceived as

important in the profession of teaching.  Respondents are not asked whether or not the

answers proposed represent reasonable approaches to the resolution of teaching

dilemmas.  The result is that items in which educators have little confidence often remain

on the test.  Equally important, this approach to test construction does not produce a

coherent statement of what teachers should know and be able to do, thus providing little

guidance for either teacher preparation programs or in-service training.

 Like other professional examinations, one assumes that the teacher licensure

examination, somehow, should reflect more closely the knowledge and skills used for

practice in the field.  In the absence of a correlation between the content of the

examination and actual performance, these examinations will simply separate the test

population into two groups:  those who perform well and those who do not.  Justiz and
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Kameen (1988) have been forceful advocates of the notion that state education

departments, state certification agencies, and other public employers, must see the testing

process as part of a broader preparation and remediation effort, not merely a gatekeeping

task to eliminate unqualified teachers.  

Cut Scores as Leverage for Rigorous Standards

Theoretically, a professional requirement such as teacher licensure examinations

serves two important functions: (a) sorting and screening candidates, and (b) defining the

knowledge base for professional practices.  The first function receives the most attention

from policy makers and serves the symbolic purpose of creating selectivity for entry into

the profession.  The gateway for potential candidates entering the profession typically is

controlled by raising or lowering examination passing requirements that simply allow

more or fewer persons to pass (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

The first major function of the licensure examinations, sorting and screening

candidates, is typically achieved through the application of cut scores, or scores below

which denotes failure. A more lengthy definition is provided by Carol Ann Dwyer of the

Educational Testing Service (1995) who defines cut scores as a means to divide a scale or

other set of data into two or more categories, with inferences made or actions taken based

upon a pre-determined classification.  Factors such as deficiencies in the quality of judges

and their training, confusion on the part of the judges about their roles, and too few

judges who support the method being used are common problems associated with the

design, establishment, and execution of cut scores.
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The establishment of a cut score does not automatically transform an examination

into an instrument that detects specific differences in quality of performance (Dwyer,

1995).  For example, a person with a score just above the cut score is likely to be similar

to a person who achieved a score slightly below the cut score.  However, the two

individuals are treated much differently by policymakers.  Because tests are neither

perfectly reliable nor valid, a cut score once set, inevitably results in incorrect decisions. 

Some test takers who passed the examination should have failed, while other test takers

who failed should have passed.  Whichever standard-setting method is utilized, each

judgment about raising or lowering cut scores implies the reduction of one type of error

(the number of persons who pass) at the expense of increasing the other (the number of

persons who fail) or vice versa (Dwyer, 1995).

Several methods for establishing cut scores have been described in the

psychometric literature (see for example, Berk, 1995; Plake, 1995; and Livingston and

Sieky, 1982).  However, all of the standard setting methods, such as the Angoff, 

modified Angoff, and bookmark procedures developed by Angoff (1971) and Nedelsky

(1954) assume the use of selected responses or multiple choice measures.  When one

understands the procedures of establishing cut scores, it becomes clear that perhaps the

most important decisions regarding test item utility may be made by non-experts rather

than trained and experienced professionals (Dwyer, 1995).

The current approach to establishing standards for teachers consists of  the

development of  numerous testing requirements arrayed on the continuum of teacher 
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preparation programs (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).  In some states, a

candidate must pass a test to be admitted to a teacher preparation program, then pass still

another test in order to graduate from the teacher preparation program.  Finally, the test

taker must pass a battery of basic skills, subject-matter knowledge, and professional

knowledge examinations to obtain a license to teach.  This process differs significantly

from other professions for which mastery of one carefully constructed examination

coupled with an extensive internship is the single requirement. The imposition of

multiple testing requirements provides an aura of professionalization; however, it is

unclear whether the use of multiple tests are needed to ensure that the most qualified

candidates are selected from the pool of potential candidates, nor that the knowledge base

for effective teaching is reflected by the content questions included in the examination

(Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

The second major function of licensure examinations, and the most important one

for creating professional standards, is defining the professional knowledge base. 

Examinations can exert substantial influence on what professionals are required to know

by virtue of the competencies contained in the examination.  When newly graduated

attorneys prepare to take bar examinations, for example, they know they will have a

foundation in constitutional law, torts, contracts, tax law, criminal law, etc.; and they will

have to demonstrate their knowledge by using constitutional law, statutory law,

attorney’s general opinions, rules and regulations, legal procedures, and legal reasoning

skills by responding in the form of essays to case scenarios.  Thus, the individual state

bar examinations shape the knowledge and skills lawyers acquire during legal training
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regardless of the passing rates of the test (Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

 For the most part, teacher examinations perform the first function, but not the

second.  Most of the mandated tests are basic skills examinations and are not considered

to be within the realm of “professional testing.” Existing tests of general knowledge

assess little of what might be considered knowledge for teaching (Darling-Hammond,

1986a, 1989b, Shulman, 1987).

Teacher Licensure Examinations - Effects on Teacher Availability and Minority
Representation

Teacher licensure examinations have largely been criticized relative to their

content.  Almost any standardized test, including the National Teachers Examination

(NTE), which is used extensively by several states to certify teachers, measures basic

knowledge in reading, writing, and mathematics, but typically ignores the evaluation of

teacher performance in the classroom.  Research suggests that these tests rely on

simplistic views of teaching and fail to represent adequately the knowledge base of the

profession. Also, many of the teacher licensure tests prove to be barriers to the teaching

profession for minorities who pass at significantly lower rates than non-minorities

(Garibaldi, 1987; Graham, 1987; Haney, Madaus, and Kreitzer, 1987).  Results of a

national study of scaled score results for the NTE (Nettles & Perna, 1997) revealed that,

on average, African-American teachers scored lower than their white counterparts on

national norm-referenced tests.  These data are based on national mean scores of the NTE

Core Battery October, 1996 and are displayed in Figure 2.
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 Figure 2.  Test Taker Performance on the National Teacher’s Examination (NTE) Core 
                                      Battery, By Subtest, Scaled Score and Race (1995-96)

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

   

Source:  African American Education Data Book, 1997.

An illustration of the difference in the overall performance of teachers on the

NTE, by race, shows that African-Americans scored 14 points lower than whites in

general knowledge (647 versus 661), 12 points lower in  communications skills (651

versus 663), and 12 points lower in professional knowledge (651 versus 663). The spread

of point differences between African-Americans and whites (12-14) may not appear

important in isolation;  however when the range of scores is translated to a scoring scale
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containing cut scores, the difference of two points between test taker groups is sufficient

to result in failure by the lower performing group.

There are several theories that attempt to explain why certain minority and ethnic

groups perform poorly on standardized tests including: (a) lack of academic preparation,

(b) inadequate pre-college preparation that may be negatively affected by socioeconomic

factors, and (3) lack of quality support in higher education settings.  Some minority

applicants, because of shortcomings in their prior formal education or background, are

not sufficiently prepared to achieve passing scores on several of the teacher licensure

examinations.  

Although NTE Core Battery scores correlate with other standardized tests of

general academic ability, consistent relationships between test scores and subsequent

teaching performance have not been found (Andrews, Blackmon & Mackey, 1980; Ayers

& Qualls, 1979; Quirk, Witten & Weinberg, 1973; Summers & Wolfe, 1975). Other than

the NTE, few teacher tests have been examined in terms of predictive validity.  In the late

1980s, a simulation using extant data to determine the predictive validity of the NTE was

conducted by using an assumed cut score designed to eliminate 10 percent of all

candidates.  Walter Haney, George Madaus, and Amelia Kreitzer (1987) found that 80

percent of the rejections (those identified as failing the test, based on the cut score) would

be false, as compared with about 10 percent of acceptances (those identified as passing

the test, based on the cut score).  They concluded:
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From a public policy point of view --- even accepting the proposition that the purpose
of  teacher tests is not to predict the degree of teacher success, but simply to protect the
public from incompetent teachers---we need to examine the way in which current teacher

 tests affect the pool of people who do become teachers (p. 223).  Even if federal courts do
not demand that we look at the relationship between teacher test results and available
measures of teacher quality, rational policymaking demands that we look at how the
screening mechanisms of current teacher tests are affecting the characteristics and qualities
of the teacher corps.......These results indicate clearly that current teacher tests, and
the manner in which cut scores are being set on them, are differentiating among candidates
far more strongly on the basis of race than they are on the basis of teacher quality (p. 227).

In response to personnel issues and other pressures to meet needs of teacher

supply and demand, state boards of education, continue to issue tens of thousands of

emergency, provisional, temporary, and alternative certificates (Darling-Hammond, Wise

& Klein, 1995).  Ironically, minority candidates are those who are least likely to enter

teaching through these non-traditional routes (Darling-Hammond, 1990c), but are

otherwise most likely to be properly qualified.  In the profession of teaching, strategies

for regulating the labor market by modifying licensure criteria may result in a dual

credentialing system that inadvertently reduces minority representation in the teaching

force, and at the same time weakens the quality of professional teaching standards

(Darling-Hammond, Wise & Klein, 1995).

Performance measurement professionals, as the primary developers of teaching

standards, would be wise to develop and implement measures that uphold the integrity of

the tests, but do not exclude those racial and ethnic groups who have experienced

historically considerable difficulty in mastering them (NCES, 1988).  Edward Haertel

(1991) summarized the many concerns expressed by researchers and members of the

education profession:
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The teacher tests now in common use have been strenuously and justifiably criticized for 
their content, their format, and their impacts, as well as the virtual absence of criterion-
related validity evidence supporting their use. These tests have been criticized for treating
pedagogy as generic rather than subject-matter specific, for showing poor criterion-
related validity or failing to address criterion-related validity altogether, for failing to 
measure many critical teaching skills, and for their adverse impact on minority 
representation in the teaching profession, (pp. 3-4).

Student Demographics - Does Diversity Matter?

Educators, policymakers and the public often have expressed concern about the

issue of diversity, particularly as it relates to the growing discrepancy between the

proportions of racial minority schoolchildren and teachers (Applebome, 1990). 

America’s school-age population is becoming more multicultural and multiethnic, but the

demographics of the teacher workforce currently reflect an opposite trend.  In 1993-94,

approximately 43.5 million students were enrolled in America’s public elementary and

secondary schools.  Figure 3 shows that the representation of  African-American teachers

to students of the same race is disproportionate to the representation of white teachers to

students of the same race.  In 1993-94, African-American students represented 16.5 of all

public school enrollments compared to African-American teachers who comprised 7.4

percent of the teacher workforce, a fraction of their white counterparts who comprised

86.5 percent (National Center for Educational Statistics, 1997).

Student and teacher demographics were similar to studies conducted in 1990-91

(National Center for Educational Statistics, 1995).  At that time, African-American

students represented 16 percent of all public school enrollments compared to African-

American teachers who comprised 9.2 percent of public schoolteachers.  The trend is
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                     Figure 3.  National Representation of Students to Teachers, by Race
                                              (1990-91; 1991-92; 1992-93 and 1993-94)

Source:  U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educational Statistics, 1997. 
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similar for the school year 1991-92; African-American students represented 16.7 percent

of all public school enrollments with a comparatively lower and disproportionate

representation of African-American teachers who comprised 8 percent of the total teacher

population.  In 1992-93, African-American students essentially maintained their level of

representation at 16.1 percent, and the representation of African-American teachers rose

minimally to 8.2 percent.

There are several variables beyond race/ethnicity that exacerbate the reduction of

African-American teachers.  The majority of African-American public schoolteachers are

employed by schools located in urban areas and 63.7 percent of those employed are

concentrated in the South.  Nearly one-half  (46 percent) of African-American public

schoolteachers are age 50 or older, compared with only 24 percent of all public school

teachers.  African-American private school teachers were also underrepresented in 1993-

94 at 7.2 percent relative to their share of private school student enrollments at 19.9

percent (Nettles & Perna, 1997).                           

The literature suggests that the discrepancy between the percentage of racial

minority students and teachers negatively affects all students, but particularly racial

minority students.  For many children, schools provide an introduction to community roles

and responsibilities beyond those provided by families, places of worship, or their

neighborhoods.  The quality, diversity, and cultural sensitivity of their teachers are

essential ingredients in creating learning communities where children can thrive while
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being adequately prepared for life in the 21st century (Recruiting New Teachers, 1993).  

Schools urgently need more racial minority teachers to serve as role models for children of

all ethnic and cultural backgrounds, to bring the perspectives of diverse life experiences to

the challenges of teaching and learning, and also to create school communities that reflect

the values of our pluralistic society (The Urban Teacher Challenge, 1996).

 Research shows that “culturally relevant” pedagogy  has been found to be more

successful with minority children than traditional classroom routines; therefore, increasing

the proportion of African-American teachers who are more likely to engage in pedagogy of

this type, should improve minority students’ achievement (King, 1995).   The school

community, like our pluralistic society, should ideally reflect its citizens, however this will 

be difficult to accomplish if only one in 20 teachers is a member of a minority group.  At

this rate, the average child will have only two minority teachers - out of about 40 - during

his or her K-12 school years (Applebome, 1990).                        

Legal and Statutory Issues

 There have been four relevant legal cases that relate directly to the

constitutionality of teacher certification tests to date.  In North Carolina Association of

Educators v. State of North Carolina (1977), 24 black teachers individually, and with other

similarly situated teachers, filed suit.  The Attorney General of the United States joined the

plaintiffs to bring a “pattern and practice” complaint against the State of North Carolina,

its Board of Education, and individual board members.  They alleged that the use of certain

cut off scores on the National Teachers Examination (NTE) as a condition for teacher
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certification violated the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Jurisdictional

allegations were broadened to allege further violations of the Fourteenth Amendment;

however, the order of intervention allowed on February 12, 1974, postponed all legal and

factual issues relating to back pay, damages, court cost/fees and class action requirements

until the court had determined whether any or all of the certification requirements

challenged were “contrary to federal law.” 

In August 1975, the court issued a decision on the liability issue finding the North

Carolina General Statute invalid and unconstitutional, but retained jurisdiction of the

action to decide further matters and questions reserved in its pretrial order.  Before the

court was able to reconvene to hear the reserved questions, the defendants filed two

motions for relief from judgement.  The first requested the court to vacate and/or rehear its

order in light of Washington V. Davis (1976), and the second requested relief on the

grounds of newly-discovered evidence in the form of a validation study of the NTE

received by the North Carolina State Board of Education.  The court considered all

materials submitted and concluded that an order should be entered relieving defendants

from judgment.  The court also vacated and withdrew its prior opinion, and granted an

extension of discovery setting the entire case for reconsideration at a hearing date to be set

by the court.

In the second case, various state agencies, education officials and local school

districts charged that the use of NTE scores for certification purposes and as a factor in

determining teachers’ salaries was unconstitutional (United States et al. v. South
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Carolina,1977).  In its ruling, a three-judge district court held that:  (a) state use of

minimum score requirements on examinations for both certification purposes and as a

factor in determining pay did not violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment, since there was no discriminatory intent established; (b) the use of such test

scores did have a rational relationship with the legitimate employment objective of  the

state and local school districts; © that use of the tests (although resulting in a

disproportionately large disqualification of African-Americans) did not violate the Equal

Employment Opportunity Act since evidence was sufficient to establish that the tests were

trustworthy and defendants met the business necessity test; and (d) that there was sufficient

evidence to establish the relationship between use of the test as a factor in determining pay

scales and a legitimate employment interest.  This case essentially ensured the right of

states to use certification instruments and related criteria to grant teacher licenses and

extend the results to various employment decisions, including compensation.

In a third case decided in South Carolina in 1981, Newman v. Crews, teachers

brought a civil rights action against the state and claimed that granting a pay raise to “A”

grade and “professional teachers,” but not  to “B” and “C” teachers, violated Title VII, in

that it resulted in denial of a pay raise for approximately 39 percent of African-American

teachers but only two percent of white teachers.  The action also claimed that granting pay

raises to “A” grade, or warrant status,  but not  to “B” and “C” teachers, whose NTE scores

were higher than the minimum score required for “warrant” status violated the U.S.

Constitution.  However, the United States Circuit Court entered judgment for the
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defendants, and the teachers appealed.  Subsequently, the United States Court of Appeals,

Fourth Circuit, held that South Carolina’s use of certification grades for determining a

recipient’s pay raise did not violate either the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States

Constitution or Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.  This decision, again, preserved the

state’s right to utilize certification instruments to make decisions about both teacher

placement and their compensation.   In both cases the court indicated that legitimate

employment objectives/interests served as justification to use certification examination

results as deemed appropriate.  Irrespective of  claims of disparate impact on minority

teachers, no violation of the Fourteenth Amendment, Title VII, or Equal Employment

Opportunity rights were found through application of teacher certification examinations.

In a fourth and more recent case, issues of disparate impact, test validity, passing

score requirements, and the existence of an alternative selection device to the teacher

certification examination were addressed.  This case more closely scrutinized the

arbitrariness in cut score selection and execution and its impact on test results.  In the case

of Association of Mexican-American Educators (AMAE) v. California (1996), plaintiffs

were represented by the  aforementioned AMAE , the California Association for Asian-

Pacific Bilingual Education, the Oakland Alliance of Black Educators, and eight other

individuals.  In this class action, the California Basic Education Skills Test (CBEST) was

challenged as a valid means to determine if certification should be granted to a prospective

teacher in the California public schools.

The CBEST is a pass-fail examination containing 50 multiple choice questions
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each for reading and mathematics and a writing portion consisting of  two essay questions.

The CBEST also is required for numerous non-teaching positions, including school

administrators, school counselors, several pupil personnel services positions, and school

nurses.  The CBEST is administered six times a year, and there is no limit on the number

of times a candidate may take the examination.  A candidate retains his or her best score on

any given section and needs only to retake the failed sections; when the candidate has

accumulated a passing score on all three sections, he or she has passed the CBEST.

The plaintiffs contended that the CBEST requirement violated Titles VI and VII of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 because it has a disparate impact on African-Americans,

Latinos, and Asians.  The defendants, while conceding adverse impact, argued that the

CBEST was valid because it measured job-related skills and was justified by business

necessity.  The United States District Court held that the allocation of proof provision of

the Civil Rights Act of 1991 applied to Title VII action.  Further, a prima facie case of race

discrimination was found based on the disparate impact.  Disparate impact was established

by the “80 percent” rule prescribed under the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection

Procedures, 29 C.F.R. pt. 1607 (1978).  According to these guidelines, the selection rate

for any race, sex, or ethnic group which is less than four-fifths (80 percent) of the group

with the highest rate is considered to have an adverse impact 29 C.F. R.§1607.4 (D).

Although disparate impact existed, there was no evidence of discriminatory effect

relative to the examination itself.  As the Uniform Guidelines explain, a content validity

strategy is only inappropriate where a selection device purports to measure a hypothetical
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construct or trait, such as leadership or spatial ability.  The CBEST is not such a selection

device; it does not purport to measure a candidate’s general mental aptitude, intelligence,

or any other construct. Rather, it is designed to measure specific, well-defined skills in

reading, mathematics, and writing.

The court determined that the skills tested on the CBEST were job-related, and that

the CBEST had been shown to be a valid measure of those basic skills. In response, the

plaintiffs failed to show the existence of an alternative selection device that would

adequately replace the CBEST.  Finally, the district court held that the passing score

requirement on the test reflected reasonable judgements about minimum levels of basic

skills competencies (“cut-off” or “cut” score) that should be required of teachers on the

basis of business justification.  Despite its finding that the CBEST was a valid measure of

basic skills, the court concluded that the test is unjustified “if the particular cut-off score

used... to determine the eligibility of applicants was not, itself, a valid determinant of the

minimal ability necessary to become a competent teacher.  Where cut scores are used, they

should normally be set so as to be reasonable and consistent with normal expectations of

acceptable proficiency within the work force.”

Virginia Licensure Policy  - Past Practice and Current Policy 

In April 1981, the VBOE authorized a validation and standards-setting study of the

National Teachers Examination.  The purpose was to determine the validity of requiring

passing scores on these tests for initial certification for entry-level teachers.  Between 1982

and the scheduled effective date of July 1, 1986, entry-level teachers were required to
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submit scores from the three NTE Core Battery tests, and from one or more of the 18

Specialty Area Tests.  Although passing requirements had not been established, the data

base of scores helped the VBOE to evaluate the effects of various passing scores on

various categories of test-takers and provided an opportunity for evaluation of its policy. 

A similar process was used to establish passing requirements for the current Praxis I

examination with two major exceptions:   (1) the length of time used to establish an initial

database of scores, and (2) the period of time to study the effects of establishing a variety

of passing requirements.  Five years elapsed from authorization of the NTE Core Battery

and Specialty Area Tests validation studies in April 1981 to implementation of the policy,

effective July 1986.  In contrast, only two years elapsed from authorization of Praxis I in

May 1994 to its implementation on July 1, 1996.  Unlike the NTE Core Battery, the

passing requirements of Praxis I exceeded those of all the 22 states that were then using

Praxis.

Virginia’s current teacher licensure policy was shaped by two critical factors: 

selection and use of a new licensure examination (Praxis I), and adoption of the highest

passing requirements in the nation for each subtest.  These factors affect test taker results

in that the test itself is unfamiliar and its passing requirements are higher; therefore one

might expect a decrease in passing rates. According to Linn et al., the introduction of a

new test form typically causes test scores to drop dramatically, then is followed by another

steady increase in performance in subsequent years (Linn, Graue & Sanders, 1990).  An

example of the extent to which a testing instrument predictably influences test taker
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outcomes in this manner is contained in Figure 4. This trend of gradual improvement

mimics the observed test taker results measured by the previous instrument, then

essentially retains that same level of performance.

                                                Figure 4.  Introducing a New Test Form
                                      ( An Example of Test taker Impact Over Time, 1990)

                

Source: Linn, Graue, & Saunders, 1990.

In Figure 5, actual Virginia data is used to demonstrate the trend described in

Figure 4.   Results of the Communication Skills subtest of  the NTE  for all test takers

(1989-90) reflected a passing percentage of 90. An analysis of Praxis I for 1995-96 in

reading reflected a passing percentage of 72 for reading and a percentage of 74

 in 1996-97.
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               Figure 5.  Results of Changing from Virginia National Teachers Examination    
             (NTE) Communication Skills to Praxis I Reading  for 1989-90; 1995-96; 1996-97

  
   

                          

            Source:   Department of Education, 1998.

The trend reflects a marginal but noticeable improvement in performance as generally

noted in the analysis of Praxis I results for 1995-96 and 1996-97.  The elevation of Praxis I

passing requirements eventually may result in performance that incrementally increases to

previous levels of performance documented for the former NTE Core Battery, suggesting a

similar trend in Virginia Praxis scores in future years.

The rationale for elevating passing requirements by the VBOE was “ to reduce the

chances than an unqualified candidate would pass the test and better guarantee the

probability that teachers licensed in Virginia have demonstrated basic skills.” One

assumption inherent in this policy is that an elevated licensure examination passing
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requirement will result in a potential pool of more qualified teachers, albeit, the test

measures merely the demonstration of basic skills.  If passing percentages decrease and

fewer teachers meet the eligibility requirements, an unintended consequence of the policy

may be a diminished teacher pool for which “competence” is expressed primarily in terms

of basic skills and subject matter knowledge.

Passing rates for NTE test takers under the former passing requirements was

compared with NTE test taker results under the new requirements. Reductions in passing 

percentages both by race/ethnic category and by the several Virginia teacher preparation

institutions were noted.  These data are arrayed and discussed in Chapter IV.

Summary

A review of the literature supports the use of examinations as one means to

determine teacher proficiency, however, the elevation of cut scores on that examination

does not necessarily identify those most qualified to teach.  Due to the random error

inherent in all testing, no test is a perfect measure, and unfortunately test taker scores will

result in situations where those candidates whose test scores barely meet the passing

requirement could easily have failed, and those candidates whose test scores barely miss

the passing requirement could have passed.

If the quality of prospective teachers is based solely on the results of a licensure

examination, then the confidence placed in that instrument should be substantial. Research

shows that the selection of cut scores is an arbitrary process not designed to identify any

indicator other than who are able to pass the test and who are not.  In essence, the
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similarity of test taker skills is relatively the same for those who perform just below the

cut, as those who perform just above it.
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Chapter III - Methodology

Methods of Analysis

The data used in this study include results of the National Teachers Examination

(NTE) Core Battery and Specialty Area Tests, and Praxis I.  Data for Praxis I and the NTE

Specialty Area Tests were provided by the Educational Testing Service (ETS), and data 

from the NTE Core Battery were obtained from a previous study of test taker outcomes

conducted by Cross and Echeverria in 1990, and the Virginia Department of Education in

1995-96. The data provided by ETS for Virginia contained multiple disaggregation

categories, therefore Oracle and Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) software were used to

identify the disaggregated groups referenced in the parameters outlined for this study.

Virginia and national data (1995-96) were analyzed by passing percentages and

medians for Praxis I and NTE Specialty Area Tests, and were disaggregated by

race/ethnicity, and teacher preparation institution.  Test taker outcomes for Praxis I and the

Specialty Area Tests were compared for the two-year period, 1995-96 and 1996-97.  NTE

passing percentages for teacher preparation institutions 1989-90 and 1995-96, and Praxis I

passing percentages for teacher preparation institutions for 1995-96 and 1996-97, were

also compared, where appropriate.

Selection of total populations of Virginia test takers and the national data sample

eliminated the necessity for random sampling and performance of statistical methods such

as the t-test and chi-square.  Differences in performance among groups were expressed as a

passing percentage, and cited as reported, therefore terminology such as “significant” were
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not used to describe those differences.  Median scores were selected as an appropriate

statistic to compare Virginia and national NTE and Specialty Area Tests results for the

period October 1995 through August 1996.  Note that the median represents the score that

separates the upper half of the scoring range from the lower half of the scoring range. 

Medians for Specialty Area Tests of Praxis II were calculated on test takers who were

college seniors, college graduates, graduate students, or holders of master’s or doctoral

degrees.  See Table 4 for displays of the variance in Virginia and national data.  A more

detailed array of statistical data is available in Appendix 2.

Table 4.  Statistical Guide to the Study - Virginia and National Examination Results                 
                               by Test, Year, Mean, Median  and Passing Percentage

  Examination      1989-90       1995-96      1996-97

NTE Core
Battery

Virginia pp pp

National pp
  
x       

NTE Specialty
Area Tests

Virginia pp pp pp; md

National pp; md pp; mdx

Praxis I

Virginia pp; md pp; md

National md

x

x x

Praxis II *

         X - data not available     pp -pass percentage   md - median
          *     Virginia Praxis II cut scores set in June 1999; became effective July 1999; effects are
                  unknown until 2000.
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Due to the organization of available data, the following procedures were used to

conduct a meaningful analysis.      

a. Virginia test taker data for the NTE and Praxis were organized by passing 

percentage, and were disaggregated by two categories of race/ethnicity: 

African-American and white.  Data for the period October 1995 through August 

1996 and the period September 1996 through August 1997 contain passing 

percentage results.  Data sets were compared to determine increases/decreases, or 

no changes, in passing percentages.

b. National data for the period 1995-96 were organized by passing percentages as 

well as race/ethnicity.  Virginia Praxis I and Specialty Area Tests for the period 

October 1995 through August 1996 were organized by race/ethnicity, passing 

percentages and medians.  Similarly, data for 1996-97 also were organized by 

race/ethnicity, passing percentages and medians.  To the extent possible, passing 

statistics were compared for increases/decreases and/or no changes.  For the 

purpose of this study, the common comparison statistic were passing 

percentages and median scores.

c. Virginia teacher preparation institution data were organized by passing percentage 

for the Virginia NTE (1989-90), and Virginia Praxis I for 1995-96 and 1996-97.  

Data were compared to determine any changes in performance based on 

examination results. 
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to examine the impact of elevated passing

requirements on the availability of prospective teachers in Virginia using test taker results

of the National Teachers Examination (NTE) Core Battery, Praxis I and, to a limited

extent, Specialty Area Tests.  In addition, results were examined to determine what, if any, 

performance differences existed among selected groups of test takers disaggregated by

race/ethnicity and Virginia teacher preparation institutions.

The Problem

As described in Chapters I and II, the Virginia Board of Education (VBOE) in 1995

established the highest passing requirements for Praxis I of all states currently requiring it. 

Psychometric research has shown that implementation of a new test and elevated passing

requirements will initially produce a reduction in passing percentages, thereby impacting

the entry-level supply of all teachers.  Any reduction in the pool of prospective teachers

will invariably reduce the overall percentage of minority teachers, particularly those who

are African-American.

Population/Data Collection Procedures

Specific categories of data used in this study were derived from four groups of

statistically comparable test takers.  They are listed by category below:

Group I.  1995-96 Virginia National Teachers Examination (NTE) Core Battery 

and Specialty Area Tests, and 1995-96 and 1996-97 Virginia Praxis I and Specialty 

Area Test results, compared for all test takers by race/ethnicity.
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Group II.  1995-96 and 1996-97 Virginia Specialty Area Tests data compared for 

all test takers by passing rates and national medians.

Group III.  1995-96 national NTE Core Battery and 1995-96 and 1996-97 

national Praxis I and Specialty Area Test results, compared for all test takers by passing

rates and medians for all test takers, and by race/ethnicity.

 Group IV.  1989-90 Virginia NTE Core Battery, and 1995-96 and 1996-97 Praxis  

compared by passing rates for all test takers, and by each of the several Virginia 

teacher preparation institutions.

The Virginia NTE data sample was obtained from previous studies conducted by

Lawrence H. Cross and Roy A. Echeverria of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University (Cross and Echeverria, 1990).  Data obtained during 1989-90 included

distributions not restricted to those who had specific training in education, but including

anyone who elected to take these tests regardless of training or undergraduate major.  The

majority of test takers were college seniors at the time of testing, but scores from some

underclassmen and graduate students were included in the distribution.  Virginia NTE data

(1995-96) reflected test takers who directed ETS to furnish the results of their tests directly

to the Virginia Department of Education.  The national NTE data were disaggregated

neither by gender nor by race/ethnicity.                  

Praxis I and Specialty Area Tests data obtained during the 1995-96 and 1996-97

period were analyzed initially by ETS.   Data were further analyzed by a Virginia

Department of Education systems analyst who arrayed the data so that passing percentages

and medians for disaggregated groups were obvious.  Oracle and Statistical Analysis
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Systems (SAS) software was utilized to accomplish this task.  Results were disaggregated

by race and gender for Praxis I in  reading, mathematics, and writing.  Virginia data were

analyzed in the same manner for the Specialty Area Tests.

Virginia Praxis I and Specialty Area Tests data obtained during the time period

1995-96 reflect the participation of those 37 Virginia institutions of higher education

making the transition to Praxis prior to the effective date of  implementation.  Ethnic

categories included in the 1995-96 and 1996-97 Virginia Praxis data sample include white,

Asian, black, Hispanic, Indian, Other and Unknown.  This study, however, did not

compare categories of Other, Unknown, Asian, Indian, and Hispanic due to the relatively

low incidence of test takers.

Virginia and national Praxis I test data for 1995-96 and 1996-97 were not

differentiated by college classification level or by the number of times the test was taken. 

Thus, it was necessary to assume that the results of the initial test reflected only those

individuals who designated that Virginia receive their test scores.  Further, it was

necessary to assume that individuals designating Virginia as the recipient intended to seek

employment with one of the public school divisions in the state.

National Praxis I test data consisted of a national sample of test takers

disaggregated by subtest category and yielded median and average performance ranges for

test takers drawn from the 22 states that used the Praxis tests for the period October 1,

1993 through July 31, 1996. Various subsets of data included 1989-90 passing percentages

for the NTE Core Battery and Specialty Area Tests that were available by Virginia teacher
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training institutions (Cross and Echeverria, 1990).  Passing percentages for the NTE Core

Battery and Specialty Area Tests (October, 1995 through September, 1996) were available

by race/ethnicity.  National NTE Core Battery and Specialty Area Tests passing

percentages and median scores were available for all test takers during the period October

1995 through August 1996.

Virginia passing percentages and median scores for Praxis I and Specialty Area

Tests, for the period October 1995 through September 1996, were available by gender,

race/ethnicity, and Virginia teacher preparation institution (by academic test only). 

Virginia Praxis I and Specialty Area Tests passing percentages and median scores for the

period September, 1996 through August 1997 also were available by race/ethnicity and

Virginia teacher preparation institution.  National Praxis I and Specialty Area Tests median

scores were available for the period October 1995 through August 1996.  National

Specialty Area Tests passing percentages for the period September 1996 through August

1997 were available by Specialty Area Tests only;  national Praxis I and Specialty Area

Tests data were not disaggregated by race/ethnicity and gender for either the period 1995-

96 or 1996-97.
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Chapter IV - Results

Virginia Passing Trends

Displayed in this chapter are the data ordered according to the research questions

outlined in  Chapter 1.  Data are arrayed in a manner that describes state and national test

results, and the implications of those results for specified groups of test takers.  A

summary of the findings follows presentation of each research question and related results.

What were the passing rates for Virginia test takers of the National Teachers Examination
(NTE) Core Battery for the period October 1995 through September 1996?

Passing rates for Virginia test takers of the National Teachers Examination (NTE)

Core Battery for the period October 1995 through September 1996 were analyzed using

results disaggregated by subtest and race/ethnicity.  Results are included in Table 5 below.

Table 5.  Summary of Virginia National Teachers Examination (NTE) Core Battery Results by
 Number of Takers, by Race/Ethnicity and Passing Percentage

(October 1995 through September 1996)

Communication Passing General Passing Professional Passing
Skills Percentage Knowledge Percentage Knowledge Percentage
        
         N        N          N

White      2,164       96      2,105      99      2,803      99 

 African        
American         447       68         408      85         494      91 

Other        196       74         175      85         209     84

Total Test                                                    
Takers       90      96      97     2,807 a        2,688 a      3,506 a

Note a - denotes the number of test takers designating the Virginia Department of Education  to  receive their Core
Battery Report of  Scores; the remaining test takers designated other SEA recipients.  Source: Virginia Department
of Education.
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Overall, white test takers accounted for an estimated 77 percent of  the total

population who took this series of tests; African-Americans comprised 16 percent, and all

other minorities (Asian, Hispanic and Latino) comprised the remaining 7 percent.  The

performance of African-Americans in communication skills was well below that of whites

with a 68 versus 96 percent passing rate.  Although not as dramatic, the performance of

African-Americans also was lower than whites for the General and Professional

Knowledge subtests showing passing percentages of  85 and 91, respectively.  Since

whites comprised by far the largest percentage of all test takers, it was not surprising that

the passing percentages for white test takers were comparable to the performance of total

test takers across all subtests of the Core Battery.

What were the passing rates for Virginia test takers of Praxis I for the periods October 1995
through August 1996; and September 1996 through August 1997?

Results for Virginia Praxis I test takers for 1995-96 and 1996-97 are included in

Table 6.  Data included for 1995-96 reflect the total number of test takers and include

those who specified that other state departments of education receive their Praxis report of

scores.  Note that data included for 1996-97 reflect only those test takers who designated

that the Virginia Department of Education receive their Praxis report of scores.

Passing percentages for all test takers in 1995-96 show that 72 percent passed the

reading test; 62 percent passed the mathematics test, and 58 percent passed the writing test. 

When total test taker performance one year later was compared with the 1995-96 results,

there were modest increases in the passing percentages.  Seventy-four percent passed the

reading test; 66 percent passed the mathematics test, and 63 percent passed the writing test.
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                                Table 6.  Summary of Virginia Praxis I Results by 
           Race/Ethnicity and Passing Percentage

                              (October 1995 through August 1996 and September 1996 - August 1997)

Test Taker Reading Passing Mathematics Passing  Writing  Passing
Category/Year Percentage Percentage Percentage

Total African-            
American and       
White        

1995-96

1996-97

          

   
 
  1,658 a

   1,396 b

    
    
     72

     74

      
       1,675 a
             
      1,415  b   

   
    

      62    

      66    1,444 b 

   

   1,698 a      58
 
     63      

African-            
American

1995-96

1996-97

       
    208 a
 
    273 b

          

     34       200 a

     36 

    
       204 a      18

      275  b  

      

     25           28       278 b  

    18

White

1995-96

1996-97

  1,450 a

  1,123  b

     78      1,471 a      68      64

     83      76      74     1,140 b   

   1, 498 a
                    
    1,166 b  

Total African-
American,
White and
Other
1996-97

 1,492 c     1,540 c
    
     1,511 c

Total Test Takers
in Virginia
Institutions for
Praxis  I - 1996-97

  

4,029 d 

    

      4260 d     
     

   4,186 d    
 

Note a.   Denotes the total number of test takers designating that the Virginia Department of Education (VDOE)
receive their Praxis I report of scores for 1995-96.  This total also reflects the number of test takers attending
institutions that volunteered to administer the Praxis test, as it was not required until July 1, 1996.
Note b.   Denotes the number of African-American and white test takers designating the (VDOE) to  receive their
Praxis I report of scores for 1996-97.
Note c.    Denotes the total number of test takers requesting that the VDOE receive their report of scores (referenced
on pp. 53-54) and includes all other minorities; the total, therefore, exceeds the combined totals for African-
Americans and whites.  These data were not available for 1995-96.
Note d.     Denotes the total number of students taking the test during 1996-97 for all teacher preparation institutions.
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Examination of test taker performance for subgroups in 1995-96 and 1996-97 indicated

notable differences for African-Americans and whites. Passing percentages for African-

Americans in 1995-96 were 34 in reading, 18 in mathematics and 18 in writing. In

contrast, the performance of whites for the same year reflected passing percentages of  78

in reading, 68 in mathematics and 64 in writing. Differences in performance between the

two groups were remarkable; however, when overall performance is summarized for all

test takers, 28 percent failed the reading test, 38 percent failed the mathematics test, and

42 percent failed the writing test.  

 The passing percentages of African -Americans in 1996-97 reflected marginal

increases in all three content areas similar to the increases in passing percentages of

whites, but overall remarkable differences in performance were noted.  The passing

percentage of African-Americans reflected 36 percent in reading; 25 percent in

mathematics and 28 percent in writing.  In contrast, the passing percentage for whites

reflected 83 percent in reading; 76 percent in mathematics and 74 percent in writing. 

When overall performance is summarized  for total test takers,  26 percent failed the

reading test;  34 percent failed the mathematics test, and 37 percent failed the writing

test. It should be noted that 1996-97 was the first year that Praxis I was required in all

Virginia teacher preparation institutions, therefore, the data derived from that period

provides a more meaningful estimate of potential teacher candidates for Virginia.

An additional finding not directly related to the research question addressed, but

significant to the issue of the effects of licensure policy on the availability of teachers, is
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the ratio of test takers in Virginia teacher preparation institutions to the number of test

takers  requesting that the VDOE receive their report of scores.  A visual display of the

variance in the proportion of total individuals taking the test versus the total number

requesting that Virginia receive their scores is shown in Figure 6. 

    Figure 6.  Praxis I Total Test Takers vs. Test Takers Requesting
                               the Virginia Department of Education Receive their Scores (1996-97)    

               

             

Source: Virginia Department of Education, 1998

In 1996-97, there were 4,029 total test takers in reading, of which only 1,492 (37

percent) requested their scores be received by the VDOE.  For mathematics, there were

4,260 total test takers of which 1,511 (35 percent) requested their scores be forwarded to
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the VDOE.  For writing, there were 4,186 total test takers of which 1,540 (37 percent)

requested that their scores be received by the VDOE.

When comparing the number of Praxis I test takers requesting their scores be

received by the VDOE in 1995-96 versus 1996-97 (all areas), fewer requests were made

in 1996-97.  Data for 1996-97 revealed that the total number of African-American and

white test takers requesting that the VDOE receive their scores (Table 6, note b- row 1) is

less than the prior year total (note a- row 1) of 1,658. More specifically, in 1995-96,

1,658 test takers of reading requested that their scores be received by the VDOE;  in

1996-97, 1,396 made the request or a difference of 262.  Similarly for 1995-96, 1675 test

takers of mathematics requested that their scores be received by the VDOE;  for 1996-97,

1,415 made the request, or a difference of 260.  For 1995-97, 1,698 test takers of writing

requested that the VDOE receive their scores; for 1996-97, 1,444 made the request or a

difference of 259.  Obviously a trend of this nature reduces the pool of prospective

teachers in Virginia’s public schools. 

A reduction in the number of test takers requesting that VDOE receive their

report of scores was also noted when comparing Praxis I data for  1996-97, and NTE data

for 1995-96. Refer to content area totals indicated by note (a) in Table 5 (African-

American and white), and totals indicated by note (b) in Table 6 (African -American and

white).  The subtest area content of the NTE is different than those of Praxis I; however,

the fact that a greater number of test takers for NTE communication skills, alone,

requested that their scores be received by the VDOE than for Praxis I reading (2,611
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versus 1,658) reflects a pattern of decreasing availability of prospective teachers in

Virginia.  In summary, these data further indicate that for 1996-97,  approximately one-

third of all persons taking the Praxis I test in Virginia teacher preparation institutions

requested that Virginia receive their report of scores (35 percent of African -American

and white test takers for reading; 33 percent of African-American and white test takers

for mathematics, and 34 percent of African-American and white test takers for writing). 

As a result, the proportion of test takers who choose to teach in other states, or not teach

at all is obviously greater, thus reducing the pool of potential Virginia teacher candidates.

According to office staff  in the Division of Teacher Licensure in the Virginia

Department of Education, approximately 10,000 licenses are granted each year, but the

total cannot be disaggregated by new, provisional or renewal status; therefore, no

immediate projection can be made about teacher supply based on those data.  However,

the preliminary data obtained from a Virginia teacher supply and demand survey

(Virginia Tech Center for Survey Research, 1998) indicated that the number of

candidates completing teacher preparation programs in Virginia has declined from

approximately 4,249 in 1996 to an estimated 3,500 in 2000.

What were the passing trends for Virginia test takers of Specialty Area Tests for the periods
October 1995 through August 1996; and September 1996 through August 1997?

Passing percentages for the 18 Specialty Area Tests (1995-96) are reported in

Table 7.  Results indicate that passing percentages ranged from a low of 60 in

chemistry/physics and general science to a high of 100 in speech communication.  A
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general comparison of 1995-96 passing percentages to 1996-97 indicate minimal

changes, with the exception of home economics.  Note that a small number of test takers

in a subject area can dramatically impact passing percentages.  For example, although the

1995-96 passing percentage in speech communication was 100, only six individuals took

the test.  In contrast, 2,133 of the total 2,232 test takers passed the education in the

elementary school subtest, reflecting a passing percentage of 96 percent which can be

viewed with more confidence.  Table 7 includes passing percentages for Virginia test

takers of Specialty Area Tests (1996-97).  Results indicate that when compared to the

prior year, passing rate differences ranged from 1 to 12 percentage points; however,

differences in performance were not remarkable.  Note that the number of test takers for

each of the subtests in 1996-97 were unavailable.

Passing requirements for Specialty Area Tests had not been revised by the

Virginia Board of Education at the time this study was completed, and the 1996-97

Specialty Area Tests passing requirements typically did not exceed those established by

other states.  As noted earlier, the Virginia Board of Education (VBOE) only recently

revised passing scores for Praxis II Subject Assessments (June 1999) and test taker

results were not be available until after July 1, 2000.
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                       Table 7.  Virginia National Teachers Examination (NTE) Specialty Area Tests
                                    (Number of Test Takers and Passing Percentage, 1995-1996)

 Virginia Specialty Area Test # Takers Passing      Pass %   Pass %
1995-96 Requirement    1995-96  1996-97  a

Art Education             127 500       96       95

Biology & Gen. Science               54 580                83       82

Business Education               86 550       84       86

Chemistry/Physics & General Science                 5 560       60              
N/A

Early  Childhood Education 882 490       95       97

Education in the Elementary School 2232 520       96       97

Education of Students in MR 79 520       87       85

English Language and Literature 458 520       80       85

French 50 570       66       70

German   16 560       75       80

Home Economics Education 24 570       88     100

Mathematics 353 580       61       68

Music Education 192 510       86       95

Physical Education 265 560       88       94

Social Studies 459 540       83       87

Spanish 108 540       67       75

Speech Communication 6 470     100      N/A

Technology Education 40 580       93                 
95

a The number of test takers for 1996-97 was not available - only  the passing  percentage.  Source: Virginia Department of
  Education, 1998.
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National Passing Trends

What were the passing rates for national test takers of the NTE Core Battery for the period
October 1995 through August 1996, and how did Virginia test takers compare with those
results?

As an important note in reviewing the results of data related to this research

question, there is no valid way of comparing performance of test takers from other states

in that each state establishes a different set of passing requirements.  The passing

percentage, therefore, is determined by each states’ individual cut score.  In the absence

of data that describe each state’s individual passing requirement, a valid comparison

between states cannot be made.  Given that limitation, passing results for the Virginia

National Teachers Examination (NTE) Core Battery for the period October 1995 through

September 1996 were compared to national passing results of the fifty states by passing

percentage and race/ethnicity.   The national passing percentage was based on the number

of individuals nationwide who passed the NTE, irrespective to each states’ individual

passing requirements.   Data are arrayed in Table 8.

The number of individuals taking the test is displayed for all Virginia test takers,

African-Americans and whites (see Table 8). Virginia NTE Core Battery results for all

test takers (in all content areas) exceeded the national percentage, although only slightly. 

Passing percentage results for African-Americans were least favorable in Communication

Skills when compared to their performance on the General Knowledge and Professional

Knowledge subtests.
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     Table 8.  National Teachers Examination (NTE) National and Virginia
 Comparison Data by Passing Percentage and Race/Ethnicity for the Period

 (October 1995 through September 1996) 

Communication      N General      N Professional      N
Skills Knowledge knowledge

National Passing          87%       95%        96%
Percentage *

Virginia Passing          90%  2,807        96%  2,688         97%  3,506
Percentage

Virginia African-                    
American Passing          68%     447        85%     408         91%     494
Percentage

Virginia White Passing                    
Percentage          96%   2,164        99%   2,105         99%  2,803

Data represents the number of test-takers designating the Department of Education to receive their Core Battery score
reports.  The number of African American and White test takers will not equal the Virginia total which includes all racial
ethnic groups. *This percentage represents those test takers scoring at or above the cut score in their representative state.
Since cut scores vary, by state, the results reported here should be viewed with caution.  Source: Virginia Department of
Education, 1998.

What were the passing rates for national test takers of  Praxis I and Specialty Area Tests for
the periods October 1995 through August 1996 and September 1996 through August 1997,
and how did Virginia test takers compare with those results?

National Teachers Examination (NTE) results for Virginia were compared to

national results using the median for the period October 1995 through August 1996.  The

findings are shown in Table 9.  A review of these  findings indicates that passing

percentages for all test takers in Virginia (October 1995, through August 1996) were 56

percent in writing, 62 percent in mathematics and 72 percent in reading. The analysis also

indicates that Virginia’s median scores for each Praxis I subtest slightly exceeded national

median scores on all subtests for the same year.  Note that the state and national median

scores were calculated by ranking the scores of all test takers in the population from
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                                         Table 9. Virginia Praxis I  Pass/Fail Percentages
    and Median Scores                                     
                  (October, 1995 through August, 1996)

  Praxis I   Takers Passing       % Pass Virginia *National  
      N N Median    Median

Reading    1740 1249                  72     181   179

Writing    1782 1032                  58     176   175

Mathematics    1756 1081                  62     180   179

Total    5,278 3362                  64

  Source: Virginia Department of Education, 1998. *The median was derived by arraying all test taker scores from
lowest to highest, then selecting the score in the middle.

the lowest to highest, then selecting the middle score in the array of scores.  Specialty Area

Tests median scores for 1995-96 are reported in Table 10. Scores below the national

median are indicated by subscript (a) and included:  biology

and general science, business education, early childhood education, English language and

literature, French, mathematics, music education, social studies, and Spanish.  Virginia

median scores for all test takers ranged from a high of 725 for speech communication to a

low of 570 for Spanish.  Interestingly, the highest passing percentage was in speech

communication, however, note that there were only six test-takers. In contrast, the lowest

passing percentage in chemistry/physics and general science also had a small number of

test takers.  For all subtest areas, the number of test takers for each test population varied

and influences the confidence that can be placed in individual passing percentages.  As

stated earlier, for example,  2,232 individuals took the education in the elementary school

subtest, and 96 percent passed; six individuals took the speech communication test,-
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                    Table 10.  National Teacher’s Examination (NTE) Specialty Area Tests
          Passing  Percentages and Median Scores  (October 1995 through August 1996)

Virginia Specialty Area Tests       # Takers     Pass % Virginia National
    1995-96    1995-96 Median Median

Art Education             127       96    640      620

Biology & General  Science               54                83 640       660 a

Business Education               86       84    625       640 a

Chemistry/Physics & General                 5       60    620     590
Science 

Early Childhood Education 882       95    650      650

Education in the Elementary 2232       96    640      640
School 

Education of Students in MR 79       87    630       630

English Language and 458       80    600
Literature 

        610 a

French 50       66   600          630 a

German   16       75   630       620

Home Economics Education 24       88   660       660

Mathematics 353       61   600         610 a

Music Education 192       86   610         620 a

Physical Education 265       88   640       630

Social Studies 459       83   610         620 a

Spanish 108       67   570         600 a

Speech Communication 6     100   725       670

Technology Education 40       93   690       670

 Note a - subtest areas where Virginia median falls below the national median.  Source: Virginia Department of Education.
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and 100 percent passed; five students took the chemistry/physics and general science test,

and 60 percent passed.  There simply were not enough test takers for some subject areas to

make a valid decision upon which any potential policy decisions could be made.

An analysis of the scores of Virginia test takers for the Specialty Area Tests (1995-

96), (see Table 10), suggests that although passing percentages are at or above the 60

percent level, median scores for biology and general science, business education, English

language and literature, French, mathematics, music education, social studies and Spanish

are below national levels. Given the tendency for the median to be the most reasonable

estimate of performance, Virginia test takers performance may be more accurately

represented by this statistic, rather than the passing percentage.                 

NTE Specialty Area Tests results for Virginia test takers were compared to national

test results by using passing percentages for the period from September 1996 through

August 1997 (Table 11).  Virginia’s passing percentage is equal to or above the national

rate in 10 of 16 areas for which data were available.  Note that at the time of this study, no

national data were available for Praxis I during the same time period.  Since there is no

“national passing  rate” per se (passing rates are based on the passing score for each state -

and those scores vary from state to state).  Given that caveat, there is no way to validly

compare states using passing percentage. The median is a more reasonable estimate of how

Virginia teachers are doing compared to a national cohort. 
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Table 11. National Teachers Examination (NTE) Specialty Area Tests Virginia and National
                     comparison by Pass Percentage  (September 1996 through August 1997)

Test Name Virginia Pass   National       Virginia
Requirement   Pass Rate  a  Pass Rate

English  520 89                      85

Mathematics  580 66                      68

Social Studies 540 87                      87

Biology and General 580 NA                      82
Science

Chemistry, Physics, 560 70                     NA
General Science

Elementary Education 520 97                      97

Early Childhood 490 97                      97
Education

Art 500 95                      95

Music 510 92                      95

Physical Education 560 88                      94

Speech Communication 470 98                     NA

French 570 74                      70

Spanish 540 76                      75

German 560 73                     80 

Special Education/MR 520 95                      85

Business Education 550 93                      86

Home Economics 570 90                    100

Technology Education 580 91                      95

         Note a.   the national pass rate is a national average,  based on the aggregated results of  each state’s
         individual passing requirements.  Source: Virginia Department of Education. Since cut scores vary from
         state to state, a national passing percentage is not a particularly useful statistic against which to compare 
         Virginia’s passing rate.
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Virginia Teacher Supply and Specialty Area Tests Data Outcomes

The U.S. Department of Education Teacher Shortage Area Nationwide List (August

1997) contains information about teacher shortage areas in Virginia for 1997-98.  These

include all areas of foreign language, chemistry, earth and space science, physics, special

education (emotionally disturbed, hearing impaired, learning disabled, mental retardation,

pre-school handicapped, severely and profoundly handicapped and visually handicapped).

An analysis of test-taker scores for Specialty Area Test during 1996-97 indicated that

Virginia passing percentages were below the national level in English, French, Spanish,

special education for the mentally retarded and business education.  Two of these areas were

cited in the U.S. Department of Education’s Teacher Shortage List for Virginia (foreign

language and special education.)

In a separate, but related finding of teacher supply, the Virginia Tech Center for

Survey Research conducted a survey of school personnel for 1998-99.  The study revealed that

the top 10 areas of severe shortage, reported by Virginia school divisions were: physics - 61.5

percent; special education (emotionally disturbed /K-12) - 60.5 percent; severely profoundly

disabled/ K-12 - 60.2 percent; mathematics - 59.5 percent; speech-language pathology /Pre-K

through 12 - 55 percent; hearing impaired/ Pre-K through 12 - 52.5 percent; earth science -

51.8 percent; learning disabled/K-12 - 51.8 percent; mental retardation/K-12-50.9 percent; and

visually impaired/Pre-Kindergarten -12 - 48 percent.

If significant numbers of candidates fail to pass Specialty Area Tests in these areas,

the result could exacerbate previously cited areas of shortage in Virginia’s teacher workforce.

Virginia Teacher Preparation Institutions
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What were the passing rates for selected groups of Virginia teacher preparation institutions for
the NTE Core Battery for the  period 1989-90?

The National Teacher’s Examination (NTE) was administered initially to potential

teacher candidates enrolled in 35 Virginia teacher training institutions in 1982.  Between 1982

and July 1986, entry-level teachers were required to submit scores from each of the three Core

Battery tests and for the Speciality Tests for the period 1982 - 1986.  The NTE served as

Virginia’s licensure examination until February 1995. This study includes test taker

performance data on the Core Battery for 1989-90, and results are  listed below in Table 12,

by passing percentage.  Note that there is a 6-year lapse in the NTE institutional data arrayed

in Table 12, and the Praxis institutional data arrayed in Table 13.  The former data set was

more compatible with the Praxis I data set and reflected the only data available at the time this

study was conducted.

Test taker performance resulted in  80 - 90 percent passing percentages in all subtests

of the NTE Core Battery.  Note that the sample includes test takers who may not have

intended to teach in Virginia.  At the time of testing, the majority of test takers were enrolled

as seniors at one of the Virginia institutions of higher education. However, several

underclassman and graduate students also participated.  Remarkably low passing percentages

were noted at St. Paul’s College, Virginia State University, and Virginia Union University,

all of which are historically African -American institutions.
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            Table 12.  NTE Core Battery Results, by Virginia Teacher Preparation Institution, and Passing Percentage (1989-90)

Virginia Institution      Communication Skills           General Knowledge         Professional Knowledge
N                            Pass Percentage N                          Pass N                    Pass Percentage

Percentage

Averett College 53                                      87% 37                                     100% 30                                   97%

Bluefield College 10                                      80% 9                                       100% 1                                    N/a

Bridgewater College 47                                      92% 45                                     100% 45                                   98%

Christopher Newport 101                                    92% 98                                       98% 100                                 99%

Clinch Valley College 60                                      88% 53                                      96% 52                                   94%

College of William & Mary 76                                    100% 77                                    100% 77                                 100%

Eastern Mennonite College 43                                     96% 41                                    100% 42                                   95%

Emory and Henry College 37                                     92% 35                                    100% 35                                   94%

George Mason University   184                                   85% 174                                    99% 170                                 97%

Hampton University 26                                     77% 26                                      85% 19                                 100%  

Hollins College 11                                   100% 11                                     100% 11                                 100%

James Madison University 274                                  98% 255                                    99% 205                                 99%

Liberty University 118                                  80% 111                                    96% 109                                 94%

Note a.  With an n of 1, the percentage passing becomes insignificant.
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Table 12. continued.

Virginia Institution      Communication Skills      General Knowledge    Professional Knowledge
N                            Pass Percentage N                       Pass Percentage N                  Pass Percentage

Longwood College 180                                     88% 158                              97% 156                             93%

Lynchburg College 61                                       81% 56                                96% 47                              100%

Mary Baldwin College 54                                       81% 48                                96% 44                                93%

Mary Washington College 88                                       98% 89                                98% 88                                99%

Marymount University 59                                       93% 61                                97% 39                              100%

Norfolk State University 189                                     64% 181                              77% 76                                92%

Old Dominion University 224                                     96% 215                              98% 207                              99%

Radford University 200                                     94% 198                              99% 194                              99%

Randolph-Macon College 4                                       100% 4                                100% 4                                 100%

Randolph-Macon Women’s College 10                                     100% 10                              100% 9                                 100%

Roanoke College 39                                       87% 38                                92% 18                                 95%

Saint Paul’s College 21                                       29% 17                                65% 20                                 35%

Shenandoah College and Observatory 11                                     100% 11                              100% 11                               100% 
of Music
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Table 12, continued

Virginia Institution        Communication Skills      General Knowledge    Professional Knowledge
N                        Pass Percentage N                          Pass N                     Pass Percentage

Percentage

Sweet Briar College 2                                    N/A 2                                    N/A 2                              N/A

University of Richmond 27                                100% 28                                  96% 27                           100%

University of Virginia 76                                100% 70                                100% 70                           100%

Virginia Commonwealth University 310                                87% 294                                98% 174                           97%

Virginia Intermont College 6                                  100% 6                                  100% 5                              100%

Virginia State University 87                                  49% 64                                  72% 28                             64%

Virginia Tech 240                                96% 220                                99% 233                           99%

Virginia Union University 12                                  25% 10                                  75% 8                               67%

Virginia Wesleyan College 26                                  85% 26                                  96% 25                             96%
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What were  the passing trends for selected groups of Virginia teacher training institutions for
Praxis I for the periods from October 1995 through August 1996; and from September 1996
through August 1997?

First-and second-year test results for individual test-takers (aggregated) were analyzed

by their Virginia teacher preparation institutions for Praxis I by using passing percentages (see

Table 13).  Thirty-five institutions were included in the 1995-96 population and 37 in the

1996-97 population. The difference in the number of institutions is attributed to the absence

of data for Virginia Intermont College and Randolph Macon College in the initial group

(1995-96).  Virginia test takers were not required to take the Praxis examination until July 1,

1996; therefore, the 1995-96 data sample included institutions that voluntarily implemented

use of Praxis prior to the mandated effective date of the policy.  As a result, the overall

population of test takers was relatively small for 1995-96.  Not unexpectedly, comparison of

passing percentages of institutions in 1995-96 (voluntary implementation), and the passing

percentages of the first-year group in 1996-97 (required implementation) revealed that the

majority of teacher preparation institutions experienced some reductions in passing percentage

rates.

An analysis of the data obtained from the 37 institutions in 1996-97 disclosed that 15

demonstrated passing percentages that exceeded those obtained in the prior year in at least one

of the three subtests of Praxis I.  Further analysis of 1996-97 passing percentages, for teacher

preparation institutions, revealed that both institutions that served predominately minority

students, and those that did not reported lower percentages of their students passing the core
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content areas of Praxis I, compared with somewhat more favorable results documented for

1995-96.  The predominately minority  institutions were Hampton University, Norfolk State

University, St. Paul’s College, Virginia State University, and Virginia Union University.  In

contrast, institutions that do not serve predominately minority students with comparable

numbers of test takers reported lower than average passing percentages similar to the test taker

results of predominately minority institutions. These institutions included Averett College,

Bluefield College, Bridgewater College, Emory and Henry College, Lynchburg College, and

Virginia Intermont College.  Refer to Appendix I for further test taker data.
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    Table 13.  Praxis I (PPST and CBT) Passing Results  for Virginia Teacher Preparation        
     Institutions Number of  Takers  and Passing Percentages for the Period October, 1995        
                                         through August, 1996 September 1996 - August 1997 

Institution Name Test Name/Code #Takers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96
(10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/97)

Averett College Reading 710/711           18            81

Writing 72/721           10            70 

Math 730/731             9             53        

            
          67%        43%
        
          60%        
           
          67%

       

    
       52%
    
       42%  

Bluefield College Reading 710/711          13            59

Writing 72/721          16            63

Math 730/731          14             60      

                    

                 

         38%         22%
      
        100%
       
         29%     

       
        29%
       
        32%    

Bridgewater Reading 710/711          16            96

Writing 72/721          20           109

Math 730/731          16           103

                  

               

         93%         39%
        
         55%
       
         88%

        
        42%
        
         51%          

Christopher Reading 710/711          80           148
Newport               

Writing 72/721          86           176

Math 730/731          86               160
              

         70%         76%
               
         64%         56%
              
         65%         56%

Clinch Valley Reading 710/711            76
College          

Writing 72/721            86

Math 730/731            87      

           3          33%           58%

           3
        
           3

      
         33%           42%
       
         33%             39%

    

Eastern Mennonite Reading 710/711          25          61
Univ.

Writing 72/721          26          65

Math 730/731         24          63

         68%           79%

         54%

         54%

          72%

          60%
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Institution Name Test Name/Code #Takers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96
(10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/97

Emory and Henry Reading 710/711           3          93

Writing 72/721           3        102

Math 730/731           3        104

                 

                 

        100%            56%
         
        100%
        
          66%

         
           48%
           
           40%

Ferrum College Reading 710/711         77          34

Writing 72/721          6          51

Math 730/731          3             47

                  

                  

          50%            46%
                   
          67%            37%
                                   
          66%             47%

George Mason Reading 710/711        155        408
University              

Writing 72/721        159        426

Math 730/731        162        425
              

           80%            80%

           67%             66%
        
           69%             70%       

           

Hampton Reading 710/711          5          57
University         

Writing 72/721          6          60

Math 730/731          7          68
               

        100%            50%
              
         67%            37%
                 
         57%            32%

James Madison Reading 710/711         352          472
University                  

Writing 72/721         387          548

Math 730/731         378          522

         89%           86%

         74%           72%
        
         80%           77%        

Liberty University Reading 710/711       205        274

Writing 72/721       215        306

Math 730/731       223        314

        78%          68%

        61%

        61%

         56%

         77%
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Institution Name Test Name/Code #Takers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96
(10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/97

Longwood College Reading 710/711         16          269

Writing 72/721         15          281

Math 730/731         18          273       

         75%           58%
        
         80%           50%

         56%                   56%

          

Lynchburg College Reading 710/711           8          142

Writing 72/721           6          144

Math 730/731           6          151       

         75%           49%
        
         67 %                  45%
           
         50%           36%

Mary Baldwin Reading 710/711           4           69

Writing 72/721           3             72

Math 730/731           4           75     

         100%           81%
       
         ------
        
         100%       

         
           71%
          
           65%

Mary Washington Reading 710/711           13          75

Writing 72/721           12          78

Math 730/731           12                  78       
          

          77%            88%
                  
          67%            79%
                  
          83%            77%

Marymount Reading 710/711          78         135
University         

Writing 72/721          82         163

Math 730/731          82         163

         95%                   86%
  
         73%           70%
                  
         76%            64%

Norfolk State Reading 710/711          57         395
University       

Writing 72/721          58         404

Math 730/731          56         389      
                

         35%           25%
        
         31%           20%
        
         27%            9%   
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Institution Name Test Name/Code #Takers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96
(10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/97)

Old Dominion Reading 710/711          25          364
University                 

Writing 72/721          24          375

Math 730/731          24          363       
              

          85%          75%

          67%          63%
                 
          75%          65%   

       

Radford University Reading 710/711         320          483

Writing 72/721         344          542

Math 730/731         326          547

                 

                 

         60%           56%
        
         45%          47%
                   
         53%           44%

Randolph Macon Reading 710/711            12
College

Writing 72/721            12

Math 730/731             11        

          83%
         
          83%
         
          82% 
       

Randolph  Macon Reading 710/711            19            18
Woman’s             
College Writing 72/721            18            17

Math 730/731            19            18

         84%           78%
                
         68%           65%

         72%
                    
          44%
   

Roanoke College Reading 710/711           31            66 

Writing 72/721           26            83 

Math 730/731           24                    81 

         90%           83%
        
         81%           65%

         72%           68%   
 

Saint Paul’s Reading 710            1          35
College

Writing 720            1          32

Math 730           ----          73

        100%           14%

        100%

         -----

          22%

          33%
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Institution Name Test Name/Code #Takers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96
(10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/97)

Shenandoah Reading 710/711            3           36
University                     

Writing 72/721            3           37

Math 730/731            2           38   

          100%          61%
         
          100%
         
          100%

       
          65%

          47%

Sweet Briar Reading 710/711          ------           ------           22
College

Writing 72/721             1            23

Math 730/731          -----           25       

          100%
         
          ------

          63%

          52%
       
          60%

University of Reading 710/711            3           78
Richmond          

Writing 72/721            3           81

Math 730/731            3           75

          100%           94%

          100%           90%
         
          100%           95%

         

        

University of  Va. Reading 710/711            22          143

Writing 72/721            21          143

Math 730/731            22          143

         100%          94%

           95%          90%

           91%           95%

Virginia Reading 710/711          112          373
Commonwealth             
University Writing 72/721          115           407

Math 730/731          117                 402
            

         79%          72%

         63%          58%

         56%          56%

Virginia Intermont Reading 710/711            35
College

Writing 72/721            34 

Math 730/731            40
            

          49%
         
          35%

          23%
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Institution Name Test Name/Code #Takers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96
(10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/97)

Virginia State Reading 710/711             5          129
University

Writing 72/721             7           134

Math 730/731             1           125

          60%           23%

          14%

         100%

          18%

          20%

Virginia Tech Reading 710/711          177          202

Writing 72/721          176          230

Math 730/731          165          213         
                    

          88%           81%

          69%           69%
                 
          84%           78%

         

Virginia Union Reading 710/711            5           15
University             

Writing 72/721           20           15

Math 730/731            1           14

          40%           40%         
            
          65%          27%

        100%
       

         21%  

Virginia Wesleyan Reading 710/711            10          103         
College  

Writing 72/721            10          109 

Math 730/731            10          116         
                  

           90%           61%

           80%

           80%     

         
          60%
         
         61%

William & Mary Reading 710/711             1          136

Writing 72/721             1          141

Math 730/731             1          142      

                  
         100%           99%

         100%
      
         100%

          

        
          92%

          92%  
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Data from teacher preparation institutions contained in Table 13 were further

disaggregated to determine similarities in Pre-Professional Skills Test and Computer-Based

Test (PPST and CBT), or Praxis I performance relative to selected institutional indicators for

1996-97.  Results are reported in Table 14.  Institutional characteristics included the Praxis

I average passing  percentage, percentage of African-American enrollment, total student

enrollment, and the U.S. News and World Report rating.  The Praxis I passing percentage was

calculated by averaging the 1996-97 passing results for Praxis I (PPST and CBT reading,

writing and mathematics passing percentages combined).

The 37 teacher preparation institutions were ranked first by average passing

percentage, then separated into three groups: two groups of 12, and one of 13, in descending

order.  The percentage of African-American students and total students were contained in the

1999 U.S. News and World Report institutional statistics.  Other ratings referenced in the

institution statistics (e.g., regional university, regional liberal arts, national university)  are

established based on institutional mission and region, with up to 16 indicators of academic

excellence assessed and weighted.  Institutions are then ranked by composite score, then

further grouped into tiers.  The 228 national universities offer a full range of undergraduate

majors, plus masters and Ph.D. degrees, and emphasize faculty research.  The 162 national

liberal arts colleges focus almost exclusively on undergraduate education, and award at least

40 percent of their degrees in the liberal arts.  The 504 regional universities offer a full range

of undergraduate programs and masters degrees but few, if any, doctoral programs.  Finally,
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       Table 14.  Praxis I (PPST and CBT) Institutional Rankings disaggregated by Average Passing      
               Percentage, Percentage of African -American Enrollment, Total Student Enrollment
                        and U.S. News and World Report Rating, September 1996-August, 1997

Institution PPST/CBT % African- Total U.S. News & World Report
   Passing American Student Rating
% Enrollment Enrollment
(1996-97)

1.  William & Mary 94 less than       5,642 National University - #29
17%

2.  University of Va.     93 10%     13,369 National University - #22

3.  Univ.  of Richmond 93 7% or less       3,603 Regional University - #1

4.  Randolph Macon 83 7% or less       7,236 not rated

5.  Mary Washington 81 7% or less       3,770 Regional University - #5

6.  James Madison 78 7% or less     13,733 Regional University - #3

7.  Virginia Tech 76 7% or less     21,416 National University. -2nd

Tier

8. Marymount University 73 7% or less      1,969 Reg. University - 2nd Tier

9.  Roanoke College 72 7% or less      1,733 Reg. Liberal Arts - #5

10.  George Mason 72 9%    14,234 Nat. Univ. - 3rd Tier

11. Mary Baldwin Coll. 72 9%      1,488 Reg. Liberal Arts - #6

12.  Eastern Mennonite 70 7% or less      1,094 Reg. Liberal Arts - #10

1.  Old Dominion Univ. 68 21%    12,611 National University - 4th Tier

2..  Liberty University 67 7% or less       n/a not rated

3.  Hollins College 65 7% or less      1,100 not rated

4.  Christopher Newport 63 18%           4,804 Reg. Liberal. Arts - 2nd Tier

5.  Randolph Macon 62 7% or less      1,100 not rated

6. Va Comm. University 62 22%    15,383 National University. - 3rd
Tier

7.  Va. Wesleyan College 61 9%      1,420 National Lib. Arts - 4th Tier

8.  Shenandoah Univ. 58 7% or less      1,248 Reg. University - 2nd Tier

9.  Sweet Briar College 58 7% or less         600 not rated
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Institution PPST/CBT % African- Total U.S. News & World Report
   Passing American Student Rating
% Enrollment Enrollment
(1996-97)

10.  Regent University 57 7% or less      1,406 not rated

11.  Longwood College 55 8%      3,114 Regional University - #23

12.  Radford University 49 7% or less      7,236 Reg. University - 2nd Tier

1.  Emory & Henry 48 7% or less         956 Reg. Liberal Arts - #4

2.  Clinch Valley College 46 7% or less      1,483 Reg. Liberal Arts - 2nd. Tier

3.  Averett College 46 18%      1,506 Regional University. -
3rdTier

4.  Bridgewater College 44 7% or less      1,124 Reg. Liberal Arts - #13

5.  Ferrum College 43 15%         951 Reg. Liberal Arts - 2nd Tier

6.  Lynchburg College 43 11%      1,652 Regional Univ.. - 2nd Tier

7.  Hampton University 40 88%      5,228 Reg. University -#29

8.  Virginia Intermont 36 7% or less         830 Reg. Liberal Arts - 3rd Tier

9.  Virginia Union 29 99%      1,284 Reg. Liberal Arts - 4th Tier

10.  Bluefield College 27 11%      1,035 Reg. Liberal Arts - 3rd Tier

11.  St. Paul’s College 23 96%         602 Reg. Liberal Arts - 4th Tier

12.  Va. State University 20 94%      3,369 Reg. University - 4th Tier

13.  Norfolk State Univ. 18 96%      3,100 Reg. University - 4th Tier

the 429 regional liberal colleges, like the national universities, focus on undergraduate education.

They are generally less selective, however, and grant fewer than 40 percent of their liberal arts

disciplines (U.S. News & World Report, 1999).

The ranking of institutions revealed that the 12 top-performing institutions in Virginia had

7 - 10 percent of African-American students enrolled.  Overall enrollment ranged from just over

a 1,000 students (Eastern Mennonite) to more than 21,000 (Virginia Tech).  The U.S. News and

World Report ratings were represented by three of its four categories: national and regional
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universities, and regional liberal arts colleges.  Given the variety of indicators in this group, and

the inconsistency in distribution, little confidence can be placed in the significance of one or more

of these indicators to success on the Praxis I examination.  The second group of schools, Old

Dominion through Radford University, showed that less than 7 percent and no more than 22

percent of African-Americans enrolled.  Overall enrollment ranged from a low of 600 students

(Sweetbriar College) to a high of 15,383 (Virginia Commonwealth University).  All four of the

U.S. News & World Report ratings are found in this category.  Again, indicators are distributed

in such a way as to reduce confidence that one or more are attributed to success on Praxis I. The

third and final ranking of institutional groups , Emory & Henry College through Norfolk State

University, reflect African-American enrollment ranging from less than 7 percent to 94 percent.

Overall enrollment ranged from 602  (St. Paul’s College) to a high of 5,228 (Hampton

University).  There are two U.S. News and World Report ratings, regional liberal arts and regional

universities, in this category.  Four of the institutions in this category have in excess of 90 percent

of African-Americans enrolled (Virginia Union, Saint Pauls, Virginia State and Norfolk State);

however in contrast, as few as 7 percent of the enrollment  in four other institutions within this

same grouping are 

African-American.  After dividing institutions into three bands, based  on passing percentages,

none of the variables selected (i.e. percentage of African-American enrollment, total student

enrollment and U.S. News & World Report rating), were useful in explaining the range of passing

percentages as they occurred across the three groups.
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Summary

The implementation of higher passing requirements by the Virginia Board of Education

(VBOE) for Praxis I may significantly influence the availability of prospective teachers in

Virginia.  These higher requirements are clearly not the sole factor influencing the size and

quality of the teacher pool; however, the effect of simultaneously changing tests and setting the

Praxis I passing requirements at the highest level among all states that use the test contributed

significantly to the reduction  in passing percentages.  Projections of test taker performance were

provided by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) prior to implementation of Praxis I in July

1996 (see Figure 1, page 16).  Data for 1995-96 indicated that actual performance for all test

takers exceeded the ETS projected passing rate for all three subtest area, however, the

performance of African-Americans was below the ETS projection in mathematics and writing.

Analysis of the data for 1996-97 showed modest improvement in test taker performance for both

African-Americans and whites; however, analysis of the performance for all test takers disclosed

that 28 percent failed the reading test, 38 percent failed the mathematics test, and 42 percent

failed the writing test.

Further examination of test taker participation indicated that of those tested in the various

teacher preparation institutions, a relatively small percentage requested that the Virginia

Department of Education (VDOE) receive their scores.  For example (Table 6), of the 1,396

African-Americans and whites who took reading tests in 1996-97, 35 percent requested that their

scores be received by the VDOE; of the 1,415 test takers in mathematics, 33 percent requested

that their scores be received by the VDOE; and of the 1,444 test takers in writing, 34 percent
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requested that their scores be received.  These factors also will effect the available pool of teacher

applicants in Virginia.

The performance of test takers in Virginia for the National Teachers Examination (NTE)

Specialty Area Tests for 1995-96 was generally comparable to national data (Table 10); however,

although passing percentages were at or above the 60 percent level, median scores for biology

and general science, business education, early childhood education, English language and

literature, French, mathematics, music education, social studies and Spanish are below national

levels.  The 10 shortage areas revealed in the 1999 Virginia school personnel survey (conducted

by the Virginia Tech Center for Survey Research) included: physics, special needs areas for the

emotionally disturbed, severely /profoundly disabled, speech-language pathology, hearing

impaired, learning disabled, mental retardation, and the visually  impaired; other needs included

mathematics and earth science.  Several of these areas were forecast for Virginia in 1995-96,

particularly in special education and the sciences. The proficiency of prospective teachers,

coupled with publicized teacher shortage areas for Virginia, has significant implications.  

A more in-depth analysis of institutional data revealed a reduction in the passing

percentage for the majority of institutions when comparing results of  Praxis I for 1995-96 and

1996-97 (Table 14).  Predominately minority institutions reported lower overall passing

percentages for test takers. These institutions were Hampton University, Norfolk State

University, St. Paul’s College, Virginia State University, and Virginia Union University.

Institutions that do not serve predominately minority students but reported similar test taker

results included Averett College, Bluefield College, Bridgewater College, Emory and Henry
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College, Ferrum College, Lynchburg College, and Virginia Intermont College.  Further

disaggregation of teacher preparation institution data disclosed that individual and combined

factors of African-American enrollment, overall institution enrollment, and U.S. News and World

Report ratings did not necessarily predict test taker success on Praxis I.
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Chapter V - Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations

This study was conducted to examine Virginia’s current teacher licensure policy, its

intent, and near-term impact of examination results on teacher availability and minority

representation.  The intent of the policy versus its actual impact was examined by collecting

and analyzing data related to the research questions that framed this study.

Findings

 The 1995-96 National Teachers Examination (NTE) passing percentages were higher

than those earned in 1995-96 and 1996-97 on the Praxis I examination. Test taker results for

Specialty Area Tests were fairly consistent for 1995-96 and 1996-97, however the small

number of test takers may have distorted the passing percentage results in some subtest areas. 

The fact that small numbers of test takers were reported in several areas is of concern when

examining Virginia’s critical shortage areas created by retirees from the public school system,

and the absence of available teachers to replace them.

The reduction in passing percentages for all test takers is further compounded by a

reduction in the number of test takers requesting that the Virginia Department of Education

(VDOE) receive their report of scores.  For 1996-97, only about one-third of the test takers

made this request.  Apparently, the remainder of the test takers either chose to teach in other

states, or not teach at all.

Related to teacher availability, findings of the Virginia Tech Center for Survey

Research (Virginia Department of Education, 1999) support the findings of this study.

According to their study, the number of candidates completing teacher preparation programs
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in Virginia declined from approximately 4,249 in 1996 to an estimated 3,500 in 2000.  This

represents a decrease of over 15% in a four-year period.  In addition, Virginia retirements

have increased from nearly 1,500 in 1997-98 to approximately 2,500 in 1999-2000.

 The historic trend of lower performance by minority test takers on most standardized

tests has been documented widely and criticized when such examinations have been used as a

single measure of teacher proficiency.  Obviously, the use of measures containing cut scores

established at higher levels, has the most immediate effect of reducing the number of all those

who pass the test, but with a disproportionately higher impact on test takers who represent

minority and other ethnic groups.   Results of this study support this assertion.  Passing

percentages of African-Americans on Praxis I for 1995-96 and 1996-97 declined (as did

passing percentages of all test takers) however, the impact was more dramatic.  For example,

in 1995-96, African-Americans scored 38 percentage points below whites in reading; 45

percentage points below whites in mathematics; and 40 percentage points below whites in

writing.

There is reason to speculate that the performance of African-Americans on Praxis I is,

and will continue to be, a contributing factor to their declining representation in the teacher

pipeline.   In fact, a related finding in the previously referenced Virginia Tech study indicated

that Virginia’s percentage of African-American teachers decreased from 17 percent in 1988 to

just over 15 percent in 1998.

Although Virginia teacher preparation institutions reported increases in the number of
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test takers, as well as increases in the resulting passing percentages on Praxis I from the

period 1995-96 to 1996-97, the majority of those test takers are not entering the Virginia

teacher pipeline.  The rigor of Virginia passing requirements, though rationalized by the need

for quality, has had the impact of reducing quantity, as potential teachers either choose to seek

employment with states having less rigorous requirements, or not to enter the profession at

all.

Conclusions

The elevation of Virginia’s passing requirements on Praxis I as a means to ensure that

only qualified teachers are permitted to practice may have been worthy by intent, in spite of

limited evidence that higher passing requirements for teacher licensure tests are directly

linked to teacher quality. The unintended consequence of this policy, however, is that

substantially fewer potential teachers now meet the passing requirements, and that the

representation of minorities in the profession continues to decline. These consequences are

real and are problematic in that they have a severe impact on students and schools, and will

invariably, force shifts in policy and practice should the trends continue.

The promise of a higher quality public education will be fulfilled only if well

qualified, and highly adaptable teachers are available.  Individuals of this caliber must be

recruited, trained, inducted and retained.  As is the case in the established professions,

selection of those most likely to succeed becomes apparent only after a rigorous program of

study, applied practice and an examination.  Teachers, on the other hand, are selected
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primarily based on their ability to pass the licensure examination.  This sole indicator of

fitness would be less problematic if the competencies somehow mimicked actual practice,

rather than knowledge of subject matter content on a basic skills test.

The direct impact of raising passing requirements is that fewer test takers successfully

pass the examination.  The psychometric properties of standardized testing and their results

on test takers also shows that passing statistics will improve over time, and are likely reach

those comparable to the former examination with little intervention. At a time when school-

based accountability and student performance are critical to the eventual accreditation of

schools, we cannot afford to lose hundreds of potential teachers over the three to four-year

“test adjustment” period required for results to stabilize.  Given the student and school

accountability issues facing the Commonwealth and other states, rigorous teacher

examination requirements must be accompanied by an overhaul of teacher preparation

programs, and increased local capacity to induct, prepare, train and retain teachers.

Given current teacher shortages and despite the focus on test taking requirements, the

desired outcome of improved teacher quality remains elusive.  In fact, an assessment of the

number of unendorsed, or provisionally endorsed teachers currently in Virginia’s classrooms

may contradict any claims to enhancement of overall teacher quality through enforcement of

licensure requirements.
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Recommendations

Reform of teacher licensure policy is a growing trend among states.  Use of more

rigorous passing requirements on teacher examinations is often proposed by policymakers as

a means to improve education. Although setting higher expectations for schools is a laudable

goal, and higher standards for teachers a rational strategy, there is little evidence that higher

passing requirements for teacher licensure tests are directly linked to teacher quality or school

improvement.  One approach, strongly supported by research, is thoughtful and intense

restructuring of teacher preparation programs, and the development of multiple measures to

assess the knowledge, skills and competencies that are most meaningful in the classroom.

Research clearly delineates the climate and learning challenges that characterize the

more complicated role teachers must fulfill in today’s society.  It is critical to incorporate

these findings in the development of new licensure policies, as well as school accountability

policies established for students, schools and districts.  Persistent use of standardized

examinations as the sole indicator of competence will likely produce results similar to those

of the past: identification of individuals most proficient in taking and passing the licensure

examination, but not necessarily those most competent in the classroom.

It was not the intent of this study to suggest that licensure standards and the inclusion

of professional examinations as a means to license teachers be eliminated.  However, given

the challenges of teaching in the 21st century, licensing of teachers also requires that an

additional, more comprehensive assessment of knowledge, skills, and experiences known to
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be related to successful teacher performance be established. This assessment should not only

address basic skill competence, but also subject matter knowledge, communication skills,

classroom management, cultural competence, bilingual abilities, and a myriad of other skills.

As school populations change and the availability of teachers fluctuates, policymakers

may find it necessary to use the results of licensure examinations for two purposes:  to

identify potential teachers who are competent in basic and specialized skills, and to identify

other individuals, including under-represented minorities, who may otherwise be eligible to

teach but are not demonstrating their ability on a single measure or in traditional ways. This is

not to suggest a compromise in standards requirements, rather an examination of the content

of teacher examinations, and their ability to identify fully competent candidates.

In response to real and anticipated shortages, it is important to note that the Virginia

Board of Education (VBOE) has recognized the need to acquire more teachers through non-

traditional means.  This response essentially results in “lowering the bar” for persons with no

pedagogical training, while concurrently “raising the bar” for persons who have graduated

from Virginia’s accredited programs and who seek licensure. One such program was a pilot

conducted during the summer of 2000 whose purpose was to prepare military personnel to

become teachers. The pilot program consisted of an intensive professional induction program,

continued preparation during the first year of teaching, and an assigned mentor.  The program

is applicable to all teaching areas except special education (Virginia Department of

Education, 1999).
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Several similar, but more comprehensive models, have been implemented in states to

encourage non-licensed individuals to enter the teaching profession, and also attract and

retain new teachers.  For example, New Jersey launched an alternative pathways program in

1985 to give nontraditional teacher candidates an opportunity to teach.  Over time, this

program has grown and currently produces 25 percent of the state’s new teachers on an

annual basis.  The Beginning Educator Support and Training (BEST) program was enacted in

Connecticut in the mid-eighties, and is designed to more thoughtfully induct teachers into the

profession.  The central ingredients of the program are support and guidance during the first

year of teaching, tougher requirements for college students applying to schools of education,

higher salaries for teachers, and new statewide exams to track how K-12 schools and students

are performing (Quality Counts, 2000).

Programs of this type seek to address documented teacher shortages, while at the same

time, acknowledge the need to identify and utilize individuals with specific knowledge, skills

and abilities as teachers.  Studies to examine the effectiveness of teachers inducted through

such programs, as compared to the effectiveness of those who are traditionally prepared, is

ongoing. 
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Reflections

This study was carried out to examine Virginia teacher licensure policy, its intent and

near-term impact of examination results on teacher availability and minority representation.

The critical policy enacted by the Virginia Board of Education (VBOE) required significantly

higher standards in the form of higher passing scores for aspiring teachers.  The fact that the

examination previously used for teacher licensure, the National Teachers Examination (NTE)

was being replaced by a new examination, the Praxis, gave the VBOE the opportunity to

review and elevate its examination requirements.

Although the study provides a useful, albeit, broad perspective regarding the impact of

dramatically increasing passing requirements, a number of factors combined to lessen the

range and applicability of the findings and subsequent conclusions.  Among the problems

encountered in the collection and analysis of data supporting this study were:

1).  Missing or unavailable data

C The absence of consistent and uniform data for teacher licensure examination

results.

C National data for 1995-96 and 1996-97 were not available by race/ethnicity.

C the lack of comprehensive teacher licensure award rates, by type, race/ethnicity

and gender, and over at least a five-year period as provided by the Virginia

Department of Education.

Without these critical elements, it was difficult to fully examine the impact of passing

rates for the National Teachers Examination (NTE), Praxis I and the Specialty Area Tests on

teacher availability (i.e. the number taking the test, but not requesting that Virginia receive
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their report of scores).

2).  Non-comparable data

C The absence of comparable sets of Virginia and national data, by median, for at

least three consecutive years.

C The absence of a “national passing requirement” which results from the variance

in state-by-state passing requirements.

These data are critical to the establishment of longitudinal results that can be reliably

and validly compared within the state and across states.

3).  Access to data or incomplete records

C Teacher licensure records were not readily accessible, and if so, required extensive

disaggregation.

C Student performance on licensure examinations (by teacher preparation institution,

race/ethnicity, and gender) over at least a three-year period was incomplete.

Without easy access to data, which has been maintained over time, it is difficult to

provide comprehensive findings and support the need for further scrutiny by policymakers

and the public with heightened confidence.

4).  Virginia Department of Education procedures to identify teacher availability and        

disparity

C The lack of tracking procedures to determine specific teacher shortages by region,

specialty area, gender and race/ethnicity.

C Lack of evidence that past and current studies of teacher availability are used to

inform recruitment aned retention efforts.
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The maintenance and availability of these data are needed to substantiate the presence

of overall teacher shortages, and diminished minority representation, and also to target

intervention efforts.

5).  Use of examination performance results

C The lack of comprehensive reports that track test taker results over time, by

teacher preparation institution.

C Inconsistent application of teacher preparation requirements that are aligned with

teacher assressment and classroom practice.

Policies that govern passing requirements on statewide examinations should require a

substantial review of test taker results, over time, and also justify resources and  initiatives

designed to support the required performance.

These elements clearly created gaps in the conduct of this study, however, their

absence only reinforces the need for closer scrutiny on the part of policymakers in the

determination of induction and licensure of teachers.  High stakes policies should be based

strongly on a substantial body of evidence if the impact of those policies is expected to

rectify, not exacerbate, the problem.
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Appendix A - Praxis I (PPST and CBT) Results for Virginia Preparation Institutions, by
Number of Takers and passing Percentages for the Period October, 1995 - August, 1996 and
September 1996 - August, 1997.

Appendix B -   Statistical Guide to the Study - Virginia and National NTE, Praxis I and
Specialty Area Test, By Disaggregation Category and Score Statistic
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Appendix A

                                                 Praxis I (PPST and CBT) Results for Virginia Teacher Preparation Institutions,
                Number of Takers and Passing Percentages for the Period October 1995 - August 1996 and September 1996 - August 1997

Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Averett College Reading 710           18            12             76          33
Reading 711           ---            ---               5            2
Writing 720           10              6             44           21
Writing 721            ---           ----               6            5
Math 730             9              6             46          20
Math 731            ----         -----               7            2

          67%       43% - 43%
        ------
          60%  
        ------
          67%
       -------      

      40%
      48% - 52%
      83%
      43% - 42%
      29%

Bluefield College Reading 710          13             5            56         12
Reading 711         -----         ---              3           1
Writing 720           16           16            63         18
Writing 721         -----         ---          ----       -----
Math 730           14            4            55         17
Math 731         -----         ----              5           2

         38%        21% - 22%
      ------
        100%
       -----
         29%
       -----

       33%
       29% - 29%
       -----
        31% - 32%
        40%

Bridgewater Reading 710         16          15            86         51
Reading 711        ----       -------            12           7
Writing 720         20          11            88         44
Writing 721       ----        -----            21           6
Math 730         16          14            88         46
Math 731       ------        -----            15           7

         93%         59% - 39%
        -------
         55%
        ------
         88%
        -------

        58%
        50% - 42%
        29%
        52% - 51%
        47%
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Christopher Newport Reading 710        37          27            86         62
Reading 711        53          42            62         50
Writing 720        38          20          100         56
Writing 721        48          35            76         43
Math 730        37          105         56
Math 731        49            61         37

        19
        37

         73% -70%         72%  -  76%
         79%         81% *
         53% -64%         56% *- 56%
         73%         57%
         51% -65%         53% * -56%
         76%         61%

Clinch Valley College Reading 711             ----            13          11
Reading 710              1            63          33

Writing 720              1            68          23
Writing 721             ----            18          13
Math 730              1            71          26
Math 731           ------            16           8

            3          33%           52% *58%
         ------
            3
        ------
            3
         -------

         ----           85%
         33%           34% *42%
        -----           72%
         33%           37% *39%
       ------           50%

Eastern Mennonite Univ. Reading 710          23           16           46          34
Reading 711            2             1           15          14
Writing 720          25          13           50          28
Writing 721            1            1           15          12
Math 730          23           12           47          26
Math 731            1                       1           16          12

         70% -68%           74% *79%
         50%           93% *
         52% -54%           56% *62%
        100%           80%      
         52% -54%           55% *60%
        100%           75%

Emory and Henry Reading 710           3          3           88          49
Reading 711        -----       -----            5            3
Writing 720          3          3           95           46
Writing 721       ----      -----            7            3
Math 730          3          2          97          40
Math 731       -----      -----            7            2

        100%           56% - 56%
         ----
        100%
        ----
          66%
        ----

          60%
          48% - 48%
          43%
          41% - 40%
          29%
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Ferrum College Reading 710           2          1          10           1
Reading 711           5          4          44         24
Writing 720           2          1            8           1
Writing 721           4          3          43         18
Math 730          ---        ----      ------       ----
Math 731           3          2          47         22

         50% -50%           10% - 46%
         80%           55%
         50% -67%           13% - 37%
         75%           42%
          -----             ----                  
          66%               47%

George Mason University Reading 710        134        104        239       180
Reading 711          21          20        169       147
Writing 720        138          88        254       160
Writing 721          21          19        172       122
Math 730        141          96        251       168
Math 731          21          16        174       128

         77% -80%            75% -80%
          95%             87%
         64% -67%             63% 66%
         90%             71%
         68%- 69%             67% 70%       
         76%       74%

Hampton University Reading 710           2           2            45         24
Reading 711           3           3            13          5
Writing 720           2           1            48         19
Writing 721           4           3            12          3
Math 730           3           1            51         16
Math 731           4           3            17          6

         100%           53% - 50%
         100%           38%
         50% -67%           40% - 37%
         75%           25%
         33% -57%           31% - 32%
         75%           35%

Hollins College Reading 710          11           7             10          4
Reading 711            7           7             27         24
Writing 720          10           8             10          4
Writing 721            6           4             28         20
Math 730          10           6             10          6
Math 731            7           3             33        18

          64%-78%           40% - 76%
        100%           89%
         80% -75%           40% - 63%
         66%           71% *
         60% -53%           60% - 56%
         43%           55% *
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

James Madison University Reading 710         307       276          345       291
Reading 711           45         39          127       114
Writing 720         320       240          380       269
Writing 721           67         45          168       127
Math 730         320       260          368       282
Math 731           58         42          154       118

         90% -89%           84% - 86%
          87%           90% *
         75% -74%           71% - 72%
         67%           76% *
         81% -80%           77% - 77%
         72%           77% *

Liberty University Reading 710         130         96          181       112
Reading 711           75         63            93         75
Writing 720         134         78          196         99
Writing 721           81         53          110         71
Math 730        134         77          199       109
Math 731          89         60          115         72

         74% -78%           62% - 68%
          84%           81%
          58%-61%           55% - 56%
          65%           65%
          57%-61%           55% - 77%
          67%           63%

Longwood College Reading 710          12          9          257       147
Reading 711            4          3            12           8
Writing 720          13        10          266       131
Writing 721            2          2            15         10
Math 730          14          7          259       145
Math 731            4          3            14           8

         75% -75%           57% - 58%
         75%           67%
         77%  80%           50% - 50%
        100%           67%
         50% -56%           56%  -56%
          75%           57%
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Lynchburg College Reading 710            5             4          134            65
Reading 711            3             2              8              4
Writing 720            3             3          136            60
Writing 721            3             1              8              5
Math 730            3             2          142            51
Math 731            3             1              9             4

        80%- 75%           49% - 49%
         67%            50%
      100%- 67 %           44% - 45%
        33%            63% *
        67% - 50%           36% - 36%
        33%            44% *

Mary Baldwin Reading 710            1             1           56           44
Reading 711            3             3           13           12
Writing 720          -----          -----           58           39
Writing 721            3             3           14           12
Math 730            1             1           59           39
Math 731            3             3           16           10

         100%           79% - 81%
        100%            92%
         ------
         100%            86%
         100%                   66% -65%
          100%            63%

           67% -71%

Mary Washington Reading 710            8             6          69           61
Reading 711            5             4            6            5
Writing 720            8             6          72          58
Writing 721            4             2            6            4
Math 730            8             7          72          54
Math 731            4             3            6            6

         75%77%            88% 88%
         80%            83% *
         75%-67%            81% 79%
         50%            67% *
         88%83%            75% -77%
         75%          100% *

Marymount University Reading 710          38            36          61          49
Reading 711          40            38          74          67
Writing 720          37            28          75          46
Writing 721          45            32          88          68
Math 730          37            26          78          51
Math 731          45            36          85          54

         95%95%              80% -86%
         95%            91%
         76%73%            61% -70%
         71%            77% *
         70%76%            65% -64%
         80%            54%
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Norfolk State University Reading 710          54            19        295          61
Reading 711            3              1        100          38
Writing 720          56            17        303          54
Writing 721            2              1        101          25
Math 730          52            14        297          14
Math 731            4              1         92          30

         35%-35%           21% - 25%
         33%           38% *
         30 -  31%           18% - 20%
         50%           25%
         27%- 27%           14% -   9%
         25%           30% 

Old Dominion University Reading 710           10               8          287           206
Reading 711           15             14            77             66
Writing 720             9               6          294           176
Writing 721           15             10            81             62
Math 730           10               6          284           182
Math 731           14             12            79              55

          80%-85%          72% - 75%
          93%          86%
          67%67%          60% -  63%
          67%          77% *
          60%-75%          64% *-65%
          86%          70%

Radford University Reading 710         310           184          343          176
Reading 711           10               7          140            96
Writing 720          331           149          380          169
Writing 721           13               6          162            86
Math 730         315           166          381          164
Math 731            11               8             166            74

         59%- 60%           51% - 56%
         70%            69%
         45%- 45%           44% - 47%
         46%            53% *
         53%- 53%           43% - 44%
         73%              45%

Randolph Macon College Reading 710            10              8
Reading 711              2              2
Writing 720            10              8
Writing 721              2              2
Math 730              9              8
Math 731              2              1 

          80% - 83%
          100%
          80% - 83%
          100%
          89% - 82%
          50%
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Randolph Reading 710            15             12            14             10
MaconWoman’s Reading 711              4               4              4               4
College Writing 720            15             10            12               8

Writing 721              4               3              5               3
Math 730            15             11            14               6
Math 731              3               2              4               2

         87%- 84%           71% - 78%
        100%           100%
         67%- 68%           67% - 65%
         75%            60%
         73%- 72%           43% - 44%
          67%           50%

Regent University Reading 710           ------           -----           -------              3               1
Reading 711              1               1              2               2
Writing 720           -----           -----              4               1
Writing 721           -----           ------              2               2
Math 730           -----          ------              3               1
Math 731              1               1              2               2

          100%          100%
           ----
          -----
           ----
          100%

          33% - 60%

          25% - 50%
         100%
          33% - 60%
         100%  

Roanoke College Reading 710              5               4            26              21
Reading 711             26             24            40              34         
Writing 720              5              4            34              19
Writing 721             21             17            49             35
Math 730              5              3            33             19
Math 731            19             15            48             36

         80%- 90%           81% - 83%
         92%           85%
         80%- 81%           56% - 65%
         81%           71%
         60%- 72%           58% - 68%
          79%           75%

Saint Paul’s College Reading 710            1              1           29              4
Reading 711        ------           -----             6              1           
Writing 720            1              1           27               6
Writing 721         ----           ----             5              1
Math 730        -----          -----          ----          -------
Math 731        ------          -----             3              1

         100%           14% - 14%
          -----           17%
          100%           22% - 22%
          -----           20%
          -----           ----
          ------            33%
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Shenandoah University Reading 710            2              2           34             20
Reading 711            1              1            2              2
Writing 720            2              2           35             23
Writing 721            1              1            2               1
Math 730            2              2           36             17
Math 731          ------           -----            2               1

          100%           59% - 61%
          100%         100%
          100%           66% - 65%
          100%           50%
          100%           47% - 47%
          100%           50%

Sweet Briar College Reading 710          ------           -------           ------           19             12
Reading 711         -------           -------            -----             3              3
Writing 720          ------          -------           ------           20              9
Writing 721             1              1             3              3
Math 730          -----          ------           21             11
Math 731         ------          ------            4              4

          100%
          ------
          ------

          63% - 63%
        100%
          45% - 52%
        100%
          52% - 60%
        100%

University of Richmond Reading 710             2              2           68            63
Reading 711             1              1           10            10
Writing 720             2              2           71            64
Writing 721             1              1           10              9
Math 730             2              2           67            63
Math 731             1              1             8              8

          100%          93% - 94%
          100%          100%
          100%           90% - 90%
          100%           90%
          100%           94% - 95%
          100%          100%

University of  Va. Reading 710            11          11           120          115
Reading 711            11          11             23            19
Writing 720            11          10           122          111
Writing 721            10          10             21            17
Math 730            11          10           120          109
Math 731            11          10             23            19

        100%         96% - 94%
        100%          83%
         91%- 95%          91% - 90%
        100%          81%
         91%- 91%          91% - 95%
         91%          83%
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Virginia Comm. Univ. Reading 710          106          83          344          246
Reading 711              6            5            29            24
Writing 720          109          67          374          210
Writing 721              6            5            33            24
Math 730          111          62          364          198
Math 731              6            4            38            27

         78%- 79%          72% - 72%
          83%           83%
         61%- 63%          56% - 58%
          83%          73%
         56%- 56%          54% - 56%
          67%           71%

Virginia Intermont Reading 710            33           15
College Reading 711              2             2

Writing 720             31           10
Writing 721              3             2
Math 730            37             8
Math 731              3             1

          45% - 49%
          100%
          32% - 35%
           67%
          22% - 23%
           33%

Virginia State University Reading 710          ------       ------          ----           108           26
Reading 711             5           3             21             4
Writing 720          -----        -----           115            21
Writing 721             7           1             19             3
Math 730             1           1           113           23
Math 731          ----        -----             22                    4

         60%            19%
         ---
         14%
       100%
        ------

          24% - 23%

          18% - 18%
           16% *
          20% - 20%
           18%

Virginia Tech Reading 710          162         143          171          134
Reading 711            15           13            31            30
Writing 720           161         111          190          128
Writing 721            15           11            40            30
Math 730          149         125          175          131
Math 731            16           13            38            33

          88% - 88          78% - 81%
          87%           97%  *
          69%-  69           67% - 69%
         73%           75%  *
          84% - 84           75% - 78%
          81%            87% 
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Institution Name Test #Takers # Passers  Pass Rate #Takers (9/96 # Passers (9/96 Pass Rate (9/96 -
Name/Code (10/95-8/96) (10/95 - 8/96) (10/95 - 8/96)  - 8/97) - 8/87) 8/97)

Virginia Union University Reading 710              4            1            12             4
Reading 711              1            1              3             1
Writing 720              5            2            15             4
Writing 721            15           11         ------           ----
Math 730              1            1            14             3
Math 731           -----          ----         ------           ----

       25%- 40%        33%* - 40%        
      100% 33%
       40%- 65%        27%  -  27%
       73%          -----
       100%        21% -  21%
         ------          -------

Virginia Wesleyan Reading 710            10             9            92           59
College Reading 711          -----           ---            11             4

Writing 720            10            8            99           63
Writing 721          -----           ----            10             2
Math 730            10            8          105           58
Math 731           -----         --------             11             3

           90%           64% - 61%
         ------
           80%
           -----
           80%
           ----

          36%
          64% - 60%
          20%
          55% - 61%
          27%

William & Mary Reading 710             1           1          113         111
Reading 711          -----       ------            23           23
Writing 720             1           1          113         105
Writing 721           -----        ------            28           25
Math 730             1           1          115         108
Math 731           ----        ----            27           23

        100%           98% - 99%
       -------
        100%
       ------
        100%
       ------

         100%
          93% - 92%
          89%
          94% - 92%
          85%
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Appendix B

    Statistical Guide to the Study - Virginia and National NTE, Praxis I
      and Specialty Area Test, By Disaggregation Category and Score Statistic

Disaggregation VA NTE* VA NTE National VA Praxis VA Praxis National Praxis I National
Category Core Battery/ Core Battery/ NTE  I and Specialty I and Specialty and Specialaty Specialty Area

Speciality Area Tests SpecialtyArea Core Battery Area Test** Area Test Area Test Test
1989-90 Teats 1995-96 1995-96 1996-97 1995-96 1996-97

1995-96

Academic Area ! ! ! ! ! !

Specialty Area ! ! ! ! ! !

Gender !

Race/Ethnicity ! ! ! !

Va. Teacher Ed. ! !
Institution academic/specialt academic only

y

!
academic only

Score Statistic

Pass (%) !   ! ! ! ! !

Mean (N)

Median (N) ! ! ! !

! data available
* Virginia NTE consists of the Core Battery academic areas of Communication Skills, General Knowledge, and Professional Knowledge, and eighteen 

Specialty Area Tests
** Virginia Praxis consists of Praxis I academic skills (paper and pencil) and Computer-Based Tests in reading,




